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PREFACE
This thesis is an attempt to provide a holistic solution to the receiver implementation
for the broadband fixed wireless access (BFWA) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems.
OFDM has been adopted into several wire-line and wireless standards for telecommu-
nications. This is due to its ease in implementation and its robustness to the multi-path
wireless channels. In addition, OFDM allows adaptive bit loading which can utilize the
channel in an efficient manner.
OFDM and MIMO form a strong companionship and complement each other in their ca-
pabilities. MIMO systems are slowly obtaining a wider acceptability because of the increas-
ing capabilities of the digital signal processing (DSP) chips, application specific integrated
circuits (ASICs) and field programmable gate array(FPGA)s, rendering the implementation
of advanced signal processing algorithms no longer a difficult task. In addition, a strong
demand for high-speed wireless applications has breathed a new life into research in these
areas.
In spite of all its advantages, such systems suffer from implementation and complexity
issues which must be addressed before their successful deployment. MIMO systems require
sophisticated algorithms and accurate system modeling for an efficient implementation. The
implementation algorithms must focus on signal acquisition and tracking problems. Signal
acquisition consists of time and radio frequency (RF) oscillator synchronization, sampling
frequency (SF) offset estimation and correction, phase noise estimation and correction and
finally channel estimation. Signal tracking consists of tracking all these parameters. In
addition, a bench mark is needed to test the performance of these algorithms and this is
can be obtained by deriving the Cramér-Rao bounds for such systems.
So far, most authors have focussed on these issues individually and for single-input
single-output (SISO) OFDM systems. Most of these problems are inter-connected and need
iv
joint estimation for an efficient system implementation. Hence in this thesis we first try and
understand this problem by developing a comprehensive system model for a MIMO-OFDM
system under all these impairments [66], and later attempt to provide a solution to estimate
the various parameters. We believe that this is just a starting point for this research and it
will serve as a beginning for many more contributions in the future.
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The general objective of this proposed research is to design and develop signal ac-
quisition and tracking algorithms for multiple input multiple output orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) systems for fixed wireless access applications. The
algorithms are specifically targeted for systems that work in time division multiple access
(TDMA) and frequency division multiple access (FDMA) frame modes. In our research, we
first develop a comprehensive system model for a MIMO-OFDM system under the influ-
ence of the radio frequency (RF) oscillator frequency offset, sampling frequency (SF) offset,
RF oscillator phase noise, frequency selective channel impairments and finally the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN). We then develop the acquisition and tracking algorithms
to estimate and track all these parameters. The acquisition and tracking algorithms are
assisted by a preamble consisting of one or more training sequences and pilot symbol ma-
trices. Along with the signal acquisition and tracking algorithms, we also consider design
of the MIMO-OFDM preamble and pilot signals that enable the suggested algorithms to
work efficiently.
Signal acquisition as defined in our research consists of time and RF synchronization, SF
offset estimation and correction, phase noise estimation and correction and finally channel
estimation. Signal tracking consists of RF, SF, phase noise and channel tracking. Time
synchronization, RF oscillator frequency offset, SF oscillator frequency offset, phase noise
and channel estimation and tracking are all research topics by themselves. A large number
of studies have addressed these issues, but usually individually and for single-input single-
output (SISO) OFDM systems. In the proposed research we present a complete suite of
signal acquisition and tracking algorithms for MIMO-OFDM systems along with Cramér-
Rao bounds for the SISO-OFDM case. In addition, we also derive the Maximum Likelihood
(ML) estimates of the parameters for the SISO-OFDM case.
Our proposed research is unique from the existing literature in that it presents a complete
xx
receiver implementation for MIMO-OFDM systems and accounts for the cumulative effects
of all possible acquisition and tracking errors on the bit error rate (BER) performance. The
suggested algorithms and the pilot/training schemes may be applied to any MIMO OFDM




In this chapter we introduce multiple-input multiple-output orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) systems. In Section 1.1, we introduce the OFDM transmission
technique, cite its advantages, application and implementation. In Section 1.2 we introduce
a typical MIMO system and give examples of the existing MIMO-OFDM systems. In our
work in [66], we have introduced a new and comprehensive model for a MIMO-OFDM
system under the influence of the radio frequency (RF) oscillator frequency offset, sampling
frequency (SF) offset, RF oscillator phase noise, frequency selective channel and finally the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Hence in Section 1.3, we define the MIMO-OFDM
system model and the problem statement for this thesis.
Throughout this thesis, we will be using the following notations to represent the various
entities. Notation: Bold upper case letters denote matrices, and upper case letters with an
underline denote vectors; (·)∗, (·)T and (·)H denote conjugate and transpose and conjugate
transpose operations, respectively; E[·] and Var(·) are the expectation and variance oper-
ators; || · || stands for the norm of a vector;  refers to the Schur-Hadamard [33] product
or an element by element multiplication between the two vectors; {·} refers to the real
part of an entity; IK stands for an identity matrix of size K; Tr[·] denotes the trace of a
matrix; Diag(·) denotes a diagonal matrix. Most of the times, Upper case letters are used
to represent the entities in the frequency domain and the lower case letters are used to
represent the entities in the time domain.
1.1 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has become a popular data trans-
mission technique over wired and wireless media. It has been adopted in several wireless
standards, including digital subscriber loops (DSL) [8], digital audio broadcast (DAB) [28],
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digital video broadcast (DVB) [27] the IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network (WLAN)
standard [35] and the IEEE 802.16a [37] wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN) stan-
dard which is also referred to as broadband fixed wireless access (BFWA). Future applica-
tions include mobile broadband wireless access (MBWA) (IEEE 802.20) [38] mobile wireless
dedicated short range communications (DSRC) in the 5.850 5.925 GHz band, fourth gen-
eration (4G) mobile and the residential power line communications. Figure 1 shows the
channelization of the OFDM spectra for different users in the 5.15-5.85 GHz UNII band.
Figure 1: Spectrum allocation for the systems operating using the IEEE 802.11a Standard
in the UNII band [37].
OFDM is a type of a multi-carrier modulated (MCM) system. MCM consists of dividing
a wide-band channel into a number of narrow-band sub-channels and modulating each
subcarrier separately depending upon its signal to noise ratio (SNR, Es/N0). This is also
called as the adaptive bit loading principle. The sub-carriers are made orthogonal to each
other so that they can be demodulated without any inter-channel or inter-carrier interference
(ICI). The main advantages of MCM are its high spectral efficiency due to the closely
packed orthogonal sub-carriers, adaptive data loading depending upon the available signal
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to noise ratio per subcarrier and resilience to the inter-symbol or inter-block interference
(ISI) [71]. Another major advantage of MCM is that it converts a frequency selective
channel into a number of independent flat-faded sub-channels which can be individually
modulated. This allows a simpler receiver implementation since a single tap frequency
domain equalizer (FEQ/FDE) may be used at each of the sub-carrier to undo the effects
of the channel instead of a complicated time-domain equalizer (TEQ/TDE) that is needed
for the traditional single-carrier (SC) systems.
Figure 2 (a) and (b) show the OFDM spectra in frequency non-selective and frequency
selective channels respectively. In frequency selective channels it is possible to perform
adaptive bit loading on the OFDM sub-carriers provided that the knowledge of the channel
is available at the transmitter. Sub-channels with a lower attenuation are modulated with
a larger constellation to transmit more data on them.
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Figure 2: OFDM spectrum in (a) frequency non-selective and (b) frequency-selective
channels
The sub-channel bandwidths of the OFDM must be kept much smaller than the coher-
ence bandwidth; where coherence bandwidth is defined as the reciprocal of the maximum
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multi-path delay spread (Tm) of the channel [77]. In other words, the symbol period (Ts)
of an MCM signal should be kept much larger than Tm. Hence, each of the individual
sub-channels experiences nearly flat fading and the distortions introduced due to the chan-
nel can be corrected individually for each of the sub-carriers by using a simple one tap
equalizer [14,85].
When a serial data train is transmitted in parallel, it results in a symbol whose period
is much longer than the maximum delay spread of the channel. This dramatically reduces
the effect of time dispersion or multi-path on the transmitted symbols. However, keeping
data rate the same and increasing the symbol period requires increase in the number of
sub-carriers (N). This results in an increase in the maximum end-to-end transmission
delay and the computational complexity of the system in terms of processing power and
memory. At the same time, increasing the symbol period makes OFDM signal sensitive
to the time selective fading of the channel. This results in a loss of orthogonality between
the sub-carriers and causes ICI [80, 91, 93]. Hence, the symbol period of an MCM signal
needs to be kept much smaller than the coherence time of the channel and can not be
increased indefinitely. Coherence time is defined as the reciprocal of the maximum Doppler
frequency (fm) [77]. As mentioned above, a long time-domain symbol is resilient to multi-
path channel. However, the length of the OFDM symbol can not be increased indefinitely.
Hence, a guard interval, or a cyclic prefix of time duration Tg or G samples is inserted in
front of the OFDM symbol. The length of this cyclic prefix should be ideally greater than
or equal to the maximum delay spread of the channel. As long as the cyclic prefix has a
duration greater than Tm, it would maintain orthogonality between the sub-carriers and
eliminate ISI at a cost of a rate loss and power loss by a factor proportional to G/(N +G).
1.1.1 Continuous Time Representation of OFDM










where Sdk is the information symbol for the d
th OFDM symbol and the kth carrier. Ψdk(t)
form the orthogonal basis which can be represented as
Ψdk(t) = gk(t− dTs) (2)
gk(t) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩




fk = f0 + k/(Tu) 0 ≤ k ≤ (N − 1) (4)
are the N subcarriers which are separated by a distance of the reciprocal of the useful
symbol time Tu = Ts − Tg, and Ts is the total symbol time.
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|Ψdk(t)|2dt = Tu + Tg = Ts. (6)
Suppose h(t) is the channel impulse response and ∗ operation denotes linear convolution,
the received signal r(t) can be expressed as r(t) = h(t) ∗ s(t).
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1.1.2 Discrete Time Representation of OFDM
In the previous section we described the continuous time description for the implementation
of an OFDM system. However, commercial OFDM systems are implemented in the discrete
time in a slightly different manner. In 1971, Weinstein and Ebert [112] suggested that a
multi-carrier system can be efficiently implemented in discrete time using an inverse fast
Fourier transform (IFFT) to act as a modulator and a fast Fourier transform (FFT) as
a demodulator. The actual data to be transmitted, now represent “frequency” domain
coefficients of the signal and the samples at the output of the IFFT stage are in the “time”
domain. This method considerably simplifies the implementation of a multi-carrier system
and has made it a popular transmission technique for wireless applications, digital subscriber
lines, broadcasting etc. [43].
Let {Sdk}N−1k=0 be the input symbols to the N -point IFFT for qth transmit antenna.
Capital letter in Sdk is used to emphasize that input symbols are in the frequency domain.












0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. (10)
A cyclic prefix is inserted in front of the IFFT output sequence as shown in the Figure 7.
The time length of the cyclic prefix should be greater than the maximum delay spread of
the channel. The main function of the cyclic prefix is to guard the OFDM symbol against
inter-symbol interference. Hence, this cyclic prefix is called the guard interval of the OFDM
symbol and has a time duration Tg = GT , where G is the number of samples in the cyclic
prefix and 1/T is the sampling frequency at the output of the cyclic prefix inserter. The
guard-inserted sequence is applied to a pair of balanced D/A converters, up-converted to
radio frequency, and transmitted over the channel. The received sequence for the (dTs)th









where hd(N+G)+n(m) is the channel impulse response for the mth tap at the (d(N+G)+n)th
instant and Ts is the OFDM symbol period including the guard interval. Thewdn are complex
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additive white Gaussian noise samples with E[|wdn|2] = N0. The received sample sequence























This is the discrete-time system representation of the OFDM system.
Figures 3 and 4 show the implementation of an OFDM modulator and demodulator for
a system operating using the IEEE 802.16a Standard with a block-size of 256 sub-carriers.
























































Figure 3: Implementation of the IEEE 802.16a OFDM modulator.
the figure, out of the 256 sub-carriers, the dc sub-carrier and 55 other sub-carriers at the
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band edges are set to zero [37]. Therefore, the number of used sub-carriers, Nu = 200; or





















































Figure 4: Implementation of the IEEE 802.16a OFDM demodulator.
termed as virtual sub-carriers and are nulled to prevent adjacent channel/user interference
and ease in the implementation of the analog/ digital filters at the receiver.
1.2 Multiple Input Multiple Output Systems
To further exploit the spatial diversity of the wireless channel, OFDM systems may employ
multiple antennas at the transmitter and the receiver to create a MIMO channel. A typical
diagram of a MIMO-OFDM system is shown in Figure 5.
To exploit the benefits of a MIMO channel, the in-coming data is arranged in a manner
such that it forms a specific pattern over space and time. Such space-time codes enable the
receiver to extract the benefits of increased channel capacity and diversity gains. Diversity
gain enables the improvement of the BER performance of the system. It increases the slope
of the BER curve when plotted versus the Es/N0 available per each receiver branch. A
8
receiver with L receive antennas can provide an L-fold diversity gain [113].
Furthermore, a MIMO system can employ more than one transmit antenna to increase
the net system capacity. A system with Q transmit antennas can push Q-times the amount
of data as compared to a system with a single transmit antenna and hence provides a Q-fold
increase in channel capacity [29,30,101]. The detector that minimizes the probability of error
for such a scheme is the maximum likelihood (ML) detector. However, the implementation
complexity of such a detector increases exponentially with the number of transmit antennas.
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Figure 5: A generic diagram of a MIMO-OFDM system with Q-Transmit antennas and
L-Receive antennas.
Sometimes it is necessary to reduce the number of receiver RF chains at the customer
premises equipment (CPE) and to keep the decoding complexity of the space-time structures
low to reduce the system costs. In order to achieve this, multiple transmitters are employed
at the transmitter instead of the receiver [6, 99, 100, 114]. Such a system results in the
formation of space-time structures where the elements of these structures are constructed by
linearly combining the in-coming symbols over space and time. These structures are termed
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as space-time codes (STC) and when these extend over several symbols, they are termed as
space-time block-codes (STBC). For example, for Q = 2 transmit antennas, Alamouti’ s [6]
space-time structure has gained a lot of popularity and has been incorporated into several







where k is the sub-carrier index and the rows indicate the space dimension and the columns
indicate the time. Since in the Alamouti’ s scheme, two symbols are transmitted over two
time slots, this code is referred to as a full-rate or rate-1 STBC. Likewise for Q = 4 two
structures exist. One, when the alphabet used to construct the STC uses one dimensional
constellation points such as binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and M-ary pulse amplitude
modulation (M-PAM) [12,77]. The signal transmission matrix for Q = 4 transmit antennas












−S2k S1k −S4k S3k
−S3k S4k S1k −S2k
−S4k −S3k S2k S1k
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (16)
The above STBC is once again a rate-1 STBC. For a two dimensional alphabet such as
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), and M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-
QAM), a rate-1 STC with full diversity gain does not exist. For example, for Q = 3
































































































The main advantage of STBCs suggested by Alamouti and Tarokh is that the complexity of
the ML detection algorithms for these codes increases only linearly and not exponentially
with the number of transmit antennas. The simplicity in decoding of the STBCs comes
from the orthogonality of its columns. For example for the Alamouti’ s transmit diversity
scheme, the ML decoding metric to be minimized is
Q∑
l=1
(∣∣∣R1,lk −H1,lk S1k −H2,lk S2k∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣R2,lk +H1,lk S2∗k −H2,lk S1∗k ∣∣∣2) (19)










































In the similar fashion we can obtain the seperable ML decoding for the signals for other
codes. It is found that a code with Q transmit and L receive antennas provides the same
performance as a system with Q× L maximal ratio receive combining (MRRC) [113,114].
In essence, OFDM converts a frequency selective channel into a number of individually
flat sub-channels, whereas, a MIMO system provides either a diversity gain or increase in
the system capacity or both. Hence MIMO and OFDM form an ideal choice for a high data
rate wireless communication systems of the future.
1.3 MIMO-OFDM System Description and Modeling
This section describes the comprehensive system model that we developed in our work in
[66], which includes the effects of the RF oscillator frequency offset, SF offset, RF oscillator
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phase noise, frequency selective channel and finally the AWGN. This model also lays out
















































Figure 6: Q-Transmit L-Receive MIMO OFDM system.
Figure 6 shows a MIMO-OFDM system with Q transmit and L receive antennas. The
individual OFDM modulators and demodulators are implemented using an N -point IFFT
and FFT, respectively. A block ofN data symbols specifies the frequency domain coefficients
input to the IFFT. The block of N time domain coefficients at the IFFT output constitute
an OFDM block. Let q; 1 ≤ q ≤ Q index the transmit antenna and let d = 0, 1, . . . be the










, 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 , (22)
where Sd,qk′ is the data symbol transmitted from the q
th antenna, for the dth OFDM symbol
at the k′th sub-carrier. The total average energy transmitted from all Q antennas, Es, is
normalized to unity such that Es = 12E
{∑Q
q=1
∣∣∣sd,qn ∣∣∣2} = 1, ∀d, n.
To mitigate the effects of channel delay spread, a cyclic prefix (CP) consisting of the last
G coefficients are inserted in front of the OFDM block to form an OFDM symbol as shown in
the Figure 7. To fully remove ISI the cyclic prefix duration, Tg = GT , must equal or exceed








Figure 7: Cyclic prefix (CP) insertion in OFDM to avoid the inter-symbol interference
(ISI).
to transmit one OFDM symbol is the OFDM symbol time, Ts = GT + NT = GT + Tu,
where Tu = NT . For each antenna, the corresponding real and imaginary components of
the OFDM symbol samples are applied to a pair of D/A converters operating at a sampling
frequency of 1/T Hz to generate the set of complex envelopes. The set of complex envelopes









(t− (d+ 1)GT − dNT )
}
, q = 1, . . . , Q. (23)
The complex envelopes are up-converted to RF with a carrier frequency of fT Hz. It
is assumed that the same RF oscillator is used for all Q RF chains. Similarly, all D/A
converters in the transmitter are driven by a common sampling frequency oscillator. The
same assumptions are made for the RF and sampling frequency oscillators at the receiver.





h(q,)m (t)δ(τ − τ (q,)m ), (24)
where {h(q,)m (t)} are the time varying complex path gains between the qth transmit and
the th receive antenna, {τ (q,)m } are the corresponding path time delays, and M is the total
number of paths for each channel. Assuming that the channel is static for at least one
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, k′ = 0, . . . , N − 1. (25)
The received bandpass signals are down-converted to complex baseband using a local
oscillator with carrier frequency fR Hz. Since the transmitter and the receiver RF oscillators
have different frequencies, the received complex envelope is affected by an RF oscillator
frequency offset of Γ + γ = (fR − fT )Tu sub-carrier spacings, where Γ and γ refer to the
integer and the fractional components of the RF oscillator frequency offset in the units of
sub-carrier spacings, respectively. The received complex envelope is also affected by RF
oscillator phase noise ϑ(t). Since Γ has the net effect of shifting the down-converted OFDM
signal by an integer number of sub-carrier spacings, it is ignored for the time being in the
system equation. We later show a way to estimate and correct this integer offset. The th


























where w(t) represents the complex AWGN with a variance of N0. The real and imaginary
components of the received complex baseband waveform are applied a pair of balanced A/D
converters with a sampling frequency of 1/T ′ Hz. To counteract the aliasing introduced by
the frequency offsets, and for improved parameter estimation, the waveforms are over-
sampled by factor of u followed by a uN -point FFT which acts as an OFDM demodulator.
Since the sampling frequencies at the transmitter and receiver differ, the received discrete-
time samples are affected by the normalized SF offset coefficient β = (T ′ − T )/T .
The RF oscillator frequency offset γ drifts slowly with time and, hence, we assume it
stays constant for a frame duration. However, the sampling clock and the phase noise suffer
from jitters and vary more rapidly than γ. We assume that β and ϑ take on new values
every Q OFDM symbols. The nth sample for the dth OFDM symbol may be obtained from
r(t) by substituting t = du(N +G)T ′/u+nT ′/u+ ε = d(N +G)(β+1)T +n(β+1)T/2+ ε,
where u is the up-sampling factor at the receiver and ε is the unknown phase component
of the A/D converter. Afterwards, the guard interval is removed and a uN -point FFT
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is applied to the samples {rn}uN−1n=0 for the dth OFDM symbol. Assuming that the time
























































sin[π(k′ + kβ + γ + γβ − k)]
sin[ πuN (k
′ + kβ + γ + γβ − k)]exp
{









where W d,k is the AWGN term in the frequency domain. The above equation can be
separated into the useful terms when k′ = k and the inter-carrier interference (ICI) terms
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sin[ πuN (kβ + γ + γβ)]
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+W d, ICIk =k′ +W
d,
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≈ 1+jϑd may be made [10], where the imaginary part of the phase
noise jϑd introduces additional noise W d, PNk into the system. From (28), any residual RF
oscillator and SF offsets cause a linear increase in the phase of the received OFDM symbols
with time, whereas the phase noise causes random fluctuations of the phase. All these, if
not removed, may result in an excessive BER degradation. For example, Figure 8 shows the
real and imaginary (I-Q) plot of the received demodulated 16-QAM constellation, for a 4×4
system, with β=0, and frame length F=80 OFDM symbols at bit energy per noise ratio
(Eb/N0) of 10 dB. Figure 9 shows I-Q plot of the same system in presence of an SF offset of
β = 10 parts per million (ppm). Finally, Figure 10 shows the effect of the SF offset on the
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Figure 8: I-Q plot of the received demodulated 16-QAM constellation, for a 4× 4 system,
with β=0 ppm, frame length=80 OFDM symbols.










Figure 9: I-Q plot of the received demodulated 16-QAM constellation, for a 4× 4 system,
with β=10 ppm, frame length F=80 OFDM symbols.
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β=10 ppm, No SF offset compensation
β=10 ppm, Perfect SF offset compensation
Figure 10: BER as a function of Eb/N0 ratio for a 4×4 system using 16-QAM constellation,
and the STBC suggested by Tarokh (18), with β=10 ppm and frame length F=80 OFDM
symbols. The plot shows the BER curves using no SF offset compensation and perfect SF
offset compensation.
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BER performance of a 4× 4 system using 16-QAM constellation, and the STBC suggested
by Tarokh (18), with β=10 ppm and frame length F=80 OFDM symbols. The plot shows
the BER degradation when no SF offset compensation is present.
The SNR per receive branch, or the Es/N0 per receiver branch for the figures and this





and bit energy to noise ratio, or the Eb/N0 per receiver branch is defined as
[Eb/N0]dB = (Es/N0)dB − 10 log10(m ·Rst), (30)
where where m is the number of bits per constellation symbol and and Rst denotes the
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Figure 11: 3-Dimensional representation of the matrix Rk
MIMO-OFDM system is organized into groups of Q OFDM symbols. Starting with the













2π(kβ + γ)d(1 +G/N) + ϑd
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(32)




sin[π(kβ + γ + γβ)]
sin[ πuN (kβ + γ + γβ)]
exp {jπ(kβ + γ + γβ)(1 − 1/uN)} (33)
is a scalar function of β and γ only;
Λk(β) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣




... . . . exp {j2π(kβ + γ)(Q− 1)(N +G)/N}
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
is a Q×Q diagonal matrix that is also a function of β and γ;
Sdk =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Sd,1k . . . S
d,Q
k
... . . .
...




is the Q × Q signal transmission matrix, where the (d, q)th element represents the symbol
transmitted from the qth transmit antenna, for the dth OFDM symbol, at the kth sub-carrier.
The channel matrix Hdk has dimensions Q× L
Hdk =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
H1,1k . . . H
1,L
k
... . . .
...




and its (q, )th element represents the frequency domain channel coefficient between the qth
transmit and th receive antenna, at the dth OFDM symbol and kth sub-carrier. Note that
the channel is assumed to be static over a period of Q OFDM symbols. Finally, Wk is the
noise matrix representing the effects of the AWGN, ICI, and ISI.
Finally, each of these structures may be represented as either a collection of N , Q× L
matrices or Q× L vectors of length-N as shown in the Figure 11.
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1.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we laid out a basic ground work for a MIMO-OFDM system and our re-
search. After explaining the principles of an OFDM system, we gave a brief overview of
MIMO systems. We then formulated a comprehensive model for a MIMO-OFDM systems
incorporating RF oscillator frequency offset, SF offset, phase noise and channel impairment.
We also described the effects of all these parameters on a MIMO-OFDM system.
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CHAPTER II
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PREVIOUS WORK
2.1 Problem Statement
In Chapter 1 we saw how MIMO-OFDM systems have become extremely popular and are
being considered for a number of different standards and technologies for the future. Using
OFDM as a backbone of a MIMO system helps to reduce its net implementation complexity
since only a single tap frequency domain equalizer (FEQ/FDE) is needed to undo the
effects of each MIMO sub-channel. However from 142, we also saw that a typical MIMO-
OFDM system has a number of system parameters which must be estimated and corrected
before the advantages of a MIMO system can be realized. Typically, these parameters
and processes include frame synchronization also referred to as time synchronization, RF
oscillator frequency offset estimation and correction which is also referred to as frequency
synchronization, SF offset estimation and correction, phase noise estimation and correction
and finally channel estimation. First of all these parameters must be estimated and next,
they must be tracked since they are constantly changing. Hence a MIMO-OFDM receiver
has in general two modes of operation: signal acquisition and signal tracking.
A MIMO-OFDM receiver operating in the acquisition mode must perform time syn-
chronization, radio frequency (RF) oscillator offset estimation and correction, sampling
frequency (SF) offset estimation and correction, phase noise estimation and correction and
finally channel estimation. Acquisition may be aided by a preamble containing known train-
ing sequences or may be blind. After time and frequency alignment, the receiver performs
phase noise and initial channel estimation. After the acquisition phase, the receiver en-
ters the tracking mode. In the tracking mode the receiver needs to track the SF and the
phase noise jitters. Finally, even in low mobility WLAN and WMAN systems, the channel
needs to be constantly tracked because of the variations in the effective channel due the
SF and phase noise jitters and because of the accumulation in the parameter estimation
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errors. Hence in this chapter we study the published contributions on signal acquisition
and tracking for OFDM systems.
2.2 Previous Work
Commercial OFDM systems must accommodate a number of users within a fixed allocated
spectrum. This requires that the available BW be shared by the users either in time referred
to as time division multiple access (TDMA) or the frequency referred to as frequency division
multiple access (FDMA) and the parameters for the receiver implementation need to be
acquired for each user within a short time.
OFDM signal acquisition and tracking are either assisted by the use of a preamble
consisting of one or more training sequences, or may be carried out blindly, such that the
required parameters are estimated from the signal containing the data itself. Generally
blind estimators require more time for parameter estimation and are slightly more complex.
They may be used for parameter estimation when the overhead of the preamble or the pilot
symbols can not be tolerated [11,72].
Time synchronization, RF oscillator frequency offset estimation and tracking, channel
estimation and tracking, and sampling frequency offset estimation and tracking are all
research topics by themselves. Also, the design of an efficient preamble/ pilot tones and
the training sequences which constitute them is another research area on which different
authors have contributed. Most of the authors have addressed these issues individually
and usually for single-input single-output (SISO) OFDM systems. The following is a brief
background summary on all these topics.
2.2.1 Time and Radio Frequency (RF) Oscillator Synchronization
Time synchronization is a process of finding the start of the OFDM frame from the received
complex baseband samples. Time synchronization is normally divided into coarse time
synchronization and fine time synchronization. Coarse time synchronization consists of
estimating the approximate range of samples over which the OFDM frame is likely to start,
whereas fine time synchronization consists of locking the receiver onto the most dominant
component of the received OFDM signal.
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RF oscillator frequency synchronization consists of estimation and correction of the RF
oscillator frequency offset between the transmitter and the receiver. Since OFDM signal
consists of parallel sub-channels in the frequency domain, the RF oscillator frequency offset
can be expressed in terms of the number subcarrier spacings. Most approaches consider the
RF oscillator frequency offset estimation and correction in baseband, using signal processing
algorithms. It generally consists of fractional and integer frequency offset estimation. Frac-
tional frequency offset estimation estimates the offset of up to ±1/2 subcarrier spacings and
integral frequency offset estimation estimates the offset of an integer number of subcarrier
spacings.
Most methods suggested for coarse time synchronization and estimation of the fractional
portion of the RF oscillator frequency offset rely on some inherent transmitted periodicity
in the OFDM signal. Moose [67] has proposed a popular technique for robust frequency
offset estimation in the time domain based on the transmission of two identical OFDM
symbols. J. J. van de Beek et al. [83, 106, 107] have used the periodicity on OFDM signal
due to the presence of the CP and proved it to be a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator.
In their method, the estimate of the frequency offset is obtained from the phase of the
autocorrelation function and the estimation range is ±1/2 subcarrier spacings. They have
also addressed time and frequency synchronization in multiuser OFDM systems in [105].
Schmidl and Cox [87] have combined the methods of Moose and Classen [20], for time
and frequency synchronization for SISO OFDM systems by introducing a special symbol
with a periodicity of one half OFDM symbol to achieve synchronization and frequency
offset estimation. Santella [84] uses a null symbol to perform initial time synchronization
and feedback loops to control the local oscillator and sampling clock oscillator frequencies.
Coulson [22] has modified the method suggested by Schmidl such that only one training
symbol is required instead of two for a narrow-band flat fading SISO OFDM system. J.
Li [47] suggests a non-linear least squares approach for frequency offset estimation in IEEE
802.11a systems using short and long training symbols and Minn [59] suggests the use of
a pilot symbol with identical parts containing customized {+,−} patterns for time and
frequency synchronization. Finally Müller-Weinfurtner has analyzed the various metrics
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proposed in the literature for time synchronization based on the CP in OFDM systems.
He proves that a simple threshold comparison between the autocorrelation of the sampled
received complex envelope and the energy of the complex envelope over the autocorrelation
window yields an ML estimate and is an adequate metric to obtain the coarse time syn-
chronization instant. Some other work on OFDM time and frequency synchronization can
be found in [59,110,111].
Once coarse time synchronization and fractional RF oscillator frequency offset esti-
mation and correction are completed, the receiver needs to check for any residual integer
frequency offset and then perform fine time synchronization. Generally if N is the block-size
of the IFFT and NI = N/I is the spacing between the periodicity in the time domain signal
then the receiver can estimate the frequency offset of ±I/2 subcarrier spacings based on the
autocorrelation of the received complex base-band samples at a distance of NI from each
other. Hence, when I = 1 the CP-based methods for fractional frequency offset estimation
can estimate offsets of up to ±1/2 subcarrier spacings. In order to overcome this limita-
tion, Schmidl and Cox [87] introduce an extra symbol after their special symbol containing
a differentially modulated pseudo-noise (PN) sequence on even frequencies to extend the
range of the frequency offset estimation. On the other hand, Zou [121] proposes an inter-
esting technique of estimating the integer frequency offset of a SISO-OFDM system in the
frequency domain.
Fine time synchronization involves initial aligning of the receiver clock to the most
dominant path of the signal. Since coarse time synchronization algorithms give a range of
samples over which the system may be synchronized, fine time synchronization is necessary
to determine the exact synchronization instant [90]. Contrary to the single carrier (SC)
systems, OFDM systems have a range of samples which can be considered for the fine
time synchronization instant. These samples span from the ISI free zone in the guard
interval to the start of the useful portion of the OFDM symbol. If the channel is non-
causal the ISI from the next OFDM symbol must also be taken into account to determine
the location of the fine time synchronization instant. A number of different methods have
been suggested in literature for fine time synchronization. Speth [90] has suggested an
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approach for time synchronization based on the frequency domain pilot tones, where a
performance metric is minimized by choosing an appropriate time synchronization instant.
Larsson [45] has suggested a similar approach, however, he jointly estimates the channel
as well as the synchronization instant. Zou [121] has suggested a method of fine time
synchronization in the frequency domain by measuring the phase difference between the two
adjacent pilot subcarrier symbols. Yang et al. [118] have proposed a method of converting
the channel estimates from the frequency domain to the time domain and finding the most
dominant path of the channel over a number of measurements. This method requires an
even distribution of the pilot tones and a channel that remains fixed for a sufficiently long
time. Finally, if the communication system uses a preamble then one of the simplest and
the most effective methods is to perform cross-correlation of the received complex base-
band samples with the transmitted time domain sequences stored at the receiver [86, 104].
For such a method, increasing the sampling rate at the receiver improves the resolution of
the fine time synchronization instant. However such a correlation method is susceptible to
the presence of any residual RF oscillator frequency and sampling frequency offsets in the
system.
2.2.2 Channel Estimation
Digital communication systems require accurate channel estimates for coherent detection [77].
In literature on channel estimation for SISO and MIMO-OFDM systems, most of the papers
estimate the channel in the frequency domain followed by some post-processing to enhance
the channel estimates. Channel estimation is generally aided by the preamble consisting
of training sequences or pilot tones inserted at specific frequency locations. Almost all
existing literature assumes that time and frequency synchronization has been previously
achieved. Some of the work on channel estimation for MIMO-OFDM systems can be found
in [24,42,52,57,79,117]. Mignone [57] has suggested the use of LS estimation of the channel
using pilot tones followed by noise reduction in time domain. Edfors et al. [24], obtain
the initial channel estimates using the LS approach followed by mean squared error (MSE)
reduction using the frequency domain channel correlation matrix and the noise variance.
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They have further suggested a low-rank approximation of the estimator using singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the channel correlation matrix. Raleigh and Jones [78, 79], have
suggested channel estimation for MIMO-OFDM system using a training structure consist-
ing of independent and orthogonal training sequences from various transmit antennas. The
structure is composed such that no two transmit antennas send a training symbol on the
same subcarrier. Yang [117] suggests the use of windowing in the frequency domain before
processing the channel estimates in the time domain to reduce the spectral leakage. Li [52]
has derived a channel estimator for an OFDM system with transmitter diversity based on
the minimum MSE (MMSE) principle using both the time and frequency domain correla-
tions of the channel. A significant tap catching (STC) approach is suggested to reduce the
computational complexity of this estimator. Li has made further contributions on channel
estimation for MIMO-OFDM systems in [50], [53] and [51]. Finally, Kotecha [42] has worked
on optimal signal design for estimation of correlated MIMO channels.
2.2.3 Sampling Frequency Offset Estimation
Some authors have studied the effects of SF offset and timing jitter on the performance of
OFDM systems [89, 120]. Speth [90] measures the sampling frequency offset for a SISO-
OFDM system based on the phase rotation of the pilot tones between two consecutive
OFDM symbols. Coulson [22] has derived a single shot estimator of the timing offset
based on MMSE. Coulson, however, does not perform tracking of the timing offset. Most
other literature on time and frequency synchronization either does not address this issue or
perform it in the time tracking process [118].
2.2.4 Phase Noise Estimation
A number of authors have analyzed the impact of RF oscillator phase noise on SISO
and MIMO OFDM systems. These include the ones by Armada [10], Narasimhan [69],
Costa [21], Ryu [81, 82], Wu [116], Piazzo [74], Tomba [103] etc. In general, most authors
assume the phase noise to be small which makes its analysis simpler using small error anal-
ysis. Also, the analysis of the phase noise depends on how fast it varies. When it varies
much faster than the OFDM symbol period, then it must be treated as an ICI noise source.
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When it varies slowly as compared to the OFDM symbol period, then it may be estimated
based on the pilot tones.
Some authors have made contributions to estimate and correct the phase noise effects
in OFDM systems. These include the one by Zelst [108], Wu [115], Jianhua [39] etc. Zelst
assumes the phase noise to remain constant for a number of OFDM systems and he estimates
the same based on the pilot tones that are inserted in the OFDM data stream. However, it
is difficult to analyze the performance of this estimator. Others treat phase noise effects in
OFDM as an addition of an ICI noise and try to suppress it in different manners.
2.2.5 Parameter Tracking
Depending upon the system needs, the receiver needs to track the RF oscillator frequency
offset, SF offset, phase noise variations and channel coefficients. Generally, RF oscillator
frequency offset changes slowly with time, but in systems with long frames, it must be
tracked continuously. SF offset and phase noise suffer from jitters and may need to be
tracked continuously. SF offset tracking and correction is also referred to as time tracking.
For the WLAN and WMAN applications, the channel will change little from frame to frame
and, therefore, channel estimate is generally estimated only once per frame. However, even
in low mobility WLAN and WMAN systems, the channel needs to be constantly tracked
because of the variations in the effective channel due the SF and phase noise jitters and
because of the accumulation in the parameter estimation errors.
For MBWA systems, the change in the effective channel due to the terminal mobility is
greater than due to the SF offset and phase noise jitters. Hence, SF offset estimation needs
to be carried out once in the acquisition phase and the channel at the pilot tones needs to
be tracked for every OFDM symbol.
Among papers related to the tracking of synchronization parameters, Speth [90] has
suggested the tracking of RF oscillator and sampling frequency offset derived from the one
shot estimator using a proportional integral (PI) tracking loop. The tracking and correction
of the parameters is carried out at baseband. Santella [84] uses a phase discriminator and
a frequency discriminator for the symbol and frequency synchronization loops repectively.
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The frequency synchronizer directly controls the the RF oscillator frequency and the phase
synchronizer controls the sampling frequency oscillator. Yang [118] has suggested a non-
coherent delay locked loop (NC-DLL) to track the sampling frequency offset. The method
requires an initial lock of 1/2 sample during the time acquisition phase and later uses early
and late generators for sampling frequency offset tracking. J. J. van de Beek et al. [105]
suggest a symbol timing and RF oscillator frequency offset tracking method for multiuser
OFDM systems based on CP and exponential weighted averaging with a simple one pole
infinite impulse response (IIR) filter having a forgetting factor of α.
Channel tracking is needed when a long burst of data is transmitted such as in the
DAB and DVB [27, 28] applications or for channels that change rapidly such as in the
MBWA environments. In general, two approaches have been suggested for channel tracking.
One is the pilot-aided method and the other is the decision-directed method. Pilot-aided
method is normally preferred for commercial OFDM systems. Among the contribution on
pilot-aided channel tracking, Li has suggested channel estimation and tracking for SISO-
OFDM based wireless systems [49]. He uses an MMSE interpolation to obtain channel
estimates at all the tones. Since an MMSE interpolator requires the knowledge of time
and frequency domain statistics of the channel, two-dimensional (2-D) FFT and IFFT are
suggested to form a simplified interpolation scheme. A similar method for transform domain
interpolation has been suggested in [119]. Mignone [57] has suggested a decision-directed
approach for channel estimation and tracking in fixed and mobile receivers. Wookon and
Zhu [46] have also suggested a pilot-aided decision directed approach that is processed both
in time and frequency domains whereas Necker and Stüber have suggested a totally blind
approach for channel estimation in fast-varying mobile channels [70].
2.2.6 Preamble/ Pilot Structures and Training Sequences
Preamble/ pilot-aided parameter estimation requires that the structures and sequences used
must be efficient. The general properties required to form an efficient preamble are that
the preamble should effectively aid in performing accurate time synchronization and RF
oscillator frequency offset estimation over a wide range, it should help to estimate the SF
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offset coefficient and the RF phase noise, it should also be ideal for channel estimation and,
finally, it should add minimum overhead.
Commercial wireless systems use preamble structures that are often times pretty long
and add a large overhead to the system. Of course larger preamble results in a better
synchronization and parameter estimation performance. For example, Figure 12, shows the
preamble format for the IEEE 802.11a [35] OFDM systems. This preamble consists of a
number of short periodic sequences of a total length of two OFDM symbols, followed by
long training sequence of the type CP+N +N where N = 64. The short training sequences
are used for rapid time synchronization and coarse RF oscillator frequency offset estimation,
automatic gain control (AGC) and diversity selection in case of multiple receiver antennas.
The long training sequences are used for fine RF oscillator frequency offset estimation and
channel estimation. Similarly, the preamble for the IEEE 802.16a Standard has initial
Figure 12: Preamble structure for IEEE 802.11a systems [35].
short sequences of the type CP+4×64 followed by CP+2×128 for similar purposes. These
preambles are designated for the SISO-OFDM systems. The preambles for MIMO-OFDM
systems are expected to be even longer. Such long preambles are not always needed and
they result in an un-necessary overhead in the data throughput.
Some work has optimized the preamble sequences and structures for OFDM systems
[44, 48, 55, 102]. Preamble sequences must have desirable properties in both the time and
frequency domains. These include constant envelope properties in the frequency domain,
good autocorrelation properties in the frequency and time domain, and low peak-to-average
power ratio (PAPR) in the time domain [98]. Some contributions on the families of ideal
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or near-ideal training sequences include the ones by Milewski [58], Ng [73], Suehiro [95],
Frank-Zadoff [31], Chu [18], etc. Out of these, the Frank-Zadoff and the Chu sequences have
been accepted to be used in the IEEE 802.16a Standard in their SC mode with an FDE.
Another example of an ideal training sequence is the chirp sequence. In the time domain,









, n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. (34)
Figures 13 and 14 show the autocorrelation functions of the chirp and the IEEE 802.11a














Autocorrelation φ(n) of the the chirp sequence in the time domain












Figure 13: Autocorrelation of the chirp sequence
long sequence. As can be seen, the chirp sequence has cleaner autocorrelation function with
a higher main lobe to side lobe energies which makes it more suitable as a training sequence.
Often the preamble sequence is designed in the frequency domain, converted to the
time domain, and stored for direct modulation [35, 37]. This could be because of the ease
in its implementation and also, since in commercial OFDM systems, certain sub-carrier
frequencies at the band-edges are masked in order to avoid adjacent channel interference
(ACI). Chen and Mitra [15] prove that time domain channel estimation achieves a superior
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Autocorrelation φ(n) of a long sequence in time domain















Figure 14: Autocorrelation of IEEE 802.11a Standard’ s long sequence.
MSE performance as compared to the frequency domain method. However for OFDM
systems, time domain channel estimation is generally complex and cumbersome. Hence
frequency domain channel estimation is more popular for system implementation. For
the best frequency domain channel estimation performance, the sequences must have a flat
spectrum, where the spectral flatness is measured using the spectral max-min ratio (SMMR)
given by
Ξ(S) =
{max|Sk| : 0 ≤ k ≤ N}
{min|Sk| : 0 ≤ k ≤ N}
, (35)
[102]. In simulations we show that if an ideal sequence such as a chirp sequence with
PAPR of 1, and good correlation properties is used to construct the training sequence then
the performance of our acquisition algorithms can be improved to within 1 dB from the
ideal BER curve. As mentioned before, more practical OFDM systems such as the ones
based on the IEEE Standards, IEEE 802.11a [35] and IEEE 802.16a [37] construct their
training sequences by modulating the sub-carriers with a sequence from a known alphabet
and taking their IFFT. This makes the training sequence construction easy to implement.
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For example, the IEEE 802.16a Standard [37] has recommended the use of the following
frequency domain sequence to construct the preamble. Sk =
√
2[0 0 − 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 −
1 0 −1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 −1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 −1 0 −1 0 −1 0 −1 0−1 0 −1 0 1 0 −1 0 −1 0 −
1 0 − 1 0 − 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 − 1 0 −
1 0 − 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 {55 0s} − 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 −
1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 1 0 −
1 0 1 0 − 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 − 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 1 0 − 1 0 −
1 0 − 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0]
For MIMO systems, ideally, the sequences transmitted from different antennas should
be orthogonal in time [56, 96] and must have good correlation properties. Finally, LS
estimation of the channel and the sampling frequency offset for MIMO-OFDM systems
require that the sequences that constitute the preamble be arranged in a certain manner.
Barhumi [11] suggests that to obtain a MMSE channel estimate, the pilot sequences must
be equi-powered, equi-spaced and phase-shift orthogonal. He also suggests that for multiple
transmit antennas and low Doppler, the channel parameters may be estimated over multiple
OFDM symbols.
2.3 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we laid out the problem statement of our research and conducted a literature
search of the same. Our search focussed on the published contributions in the areas of
signal acquisition and tracking for OFDM systems. In particular, these included time
and frequency synchronization, SF offset estimation and tracking, phase noise estimation
and tracking and finally channel estimation and tracking. We also identified the strengths




SIGNAL ACQUISITION AND TRACKING FOR FIXED
WIRELESS ACCESS MIMO-OFDM
In this chapter we present a complete suite of acquisition and tracking algorithms for a
BFWA MIMO-OFDM system. This work has been submitted for a journal publication [66]
and was presented in parts in [61,63–65]. In Section 3.1, we present the preamble and pilot
matrix structure that aid our algorithms to work efficiently. Section 3.2 overviews the signal
acquisition process, while Section 3.3 investigates the parameter tracking. Our residual RF
oscillator, phase noise, and SF offset estimators are novel and we undertake a mean squared
error (MSE) analysis for better insight into their behavior. Finally, Section 3.4 presents
some representative simulation results and Section 3.5 concludes the chapter.
3.1 Preamble and Pilot Structures
3.1.1 Generalized MIMO-OFDM Preamble
Figure 15 shows a generalized MIMO-OFDM frame structure that is appropriate for WLAN
and WMAN applications [64, 65], consisting of a preamble followed by F OFDM symbols.
The preamble consists of at least Q sub-sequences of length GT +TI where GT ≤ TI ≤ NT .
The time interval TI corresponds to the transmission of NI samples, where NI = N/I and
I is some integer that divides N . The length-NI time-domain preamble sub-sequence sd,q
is constructed in the frequency domain by placing a known symbol at every Ith coordinate
of the vector Sd,q, and setting the remaining coordinates to zero. Then sd,q is obtained by






Sd,qk exp {j2πnk/N} , 0 ≤ n ≤ NI − 1. (36)
The choice of the parameter I affects the capabilities and performance of the various acqui-
sition functions. Sometimes, both short and long sub-sequences are used in the preamble to
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gain the benefits of both. Of course this might lead to a longer preamble. For example, the
IEEE 802.16a standard [37] uses short sequences of the form CP + 4 × 64 followed by long
sequences of the form CP + 2 × 128. In addition to the preamble, known pilot symbols are
inserted at certain sub-carriers in the data symbols to estimate and track the parameters.
Antenna 1
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Figure 15: Frame structure for the Q× L MIMO OFDM system.
3.1.2 MIMO-OFDM Pilot Matrix Structures
The signal transmission matrices Sk, for the preamble and pilot sub-carriers may assume
different forms ranging from diagonal to unitary. The IEEE 802.16a standard specifies
the preamble and pilot tone matrix structure for 2 × 2 OFDM systems using Alamouti’
s [6] space-time code. In the IEEE 802.16a [37] standard, a training sequence of the form
CP + 2 × 128 (similar to the case when I = 2 in this part of our research) is transmitted
from one antenna at a time, to maintain medium access control (MAC) conformity and co-
existence with SISO-OFDM systems. This results in a diagonal signal transmission matrix
for the preamble. Since a diagonal structure does not utilize the diversity advantage of a
MIMO channel, we instead choose a unitary structure that is based on orthogonal designs
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for binary space-time block codes. The orthonormal property of the transmission matrix has
the advantage of being readily invertible and transmission of the signal from all the antennas
for Q OFDM symbols improves the parameter estimation performance. For Q = 2, we can












S1 S1 S1 S1
−S1 S1 −S1 S1
−S1 S1 S1 −S1
−S1 −S1 S1 S1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (38)
where S1 is a length-N vector. When the number of transmit antennas is not of the form
Q = 2i for some i, e.g., Q = 3, then a diagonal matrix may be used. or Gram-Schmidt
ortho-normalization procedure can be used to obtain the signal transmission matrix [61].
This procedure is explained in Appendix A. However, this procedure yields transmitted
symbols in the frequency domain that are not from a finite alphabet.
The IEEE 802.16a standard for N = 256 recommends the insertion of P = 8 pilot
tones at fixed positions of [12 36 60 84 172 196 220 244] as shown in Fig. 16.
Fig. 16 also shows the method for generating pilot sequences in the frequency domain for the
standard. At the beginning of each frame, the Downlink (DL) and Uplink (UL) shift register
is initialized with sequences shown in the figure. A ’0’ at the output Pd is mapped to +1
and a ’1’ is mapped to -1. For example, in the DL, the shift register output is given by the
sequence [11111111111000000000110 . . .], where the 3rd 1, i.e. P3 = 1 is used to generate the
pilot tones for the first DL OFDM symbol following the preamble. The pilot matrix elements






220 = 1 − 2Pd






244 = 1 − 2P̄d, where P̄d is the complement of Pd. For the










220 = 1 − 2Pd
and S1,1196 = S
1,1
244 = 1 − 2P̄d. A similar format is defined for the UL in the IEEE 802.16a
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Standard. For MIMO-OFDM, the pilot symbols are inserted as known signal transmission
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                            MSB                             LSB
  Initialization DL: 1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1
  Sequences  UL: 1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1  0  1
Figure 16: An example of pilot mapping for a 2 × L OFDM system and pilot generation
using a shift register [37].
3.2 Acquisition Mode - Step A.
Signal acquisition as defined in this research consists of time synchronization, RF oscilla-
tor frequency offset estimation and correction, sampling frequency offset estimation and
correction, phase noise estimation and correction and finally, channel estimation [64]. In
the proposed method, time synchronization and RF oscillator frequency offset estimation
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are performed first, followed by sampling frequency offset estimation and, finally, channel
estimation.
r(l)(t)
NCO using a fixed

































































Figure 17: Receiver Implementation for the MIMO OFDM System.
3.2.1 Time Synchronization and RF Frequency Offset Estimation-
Figure 17 depicts the overall synchronization functionality of the MIMO-OFDM system.
The MIMO OFDM receiver first performs coarse time synchronization to obtain an approx-
imate range of samples over which the OFDM frame is likely to begin. This is followed
by the fractional and the integer RF oscillator frequency offset estimation and correction.
Finally, fine time synchronization determines the optimal sampling instant to within a small
range of samples.
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Step IA. Coarse Time Synchronization- Due to the presence of the RF oscillator fre-
quency offset which is initially unknown at the receiver, coarse time acquisition is performed
by exploiting the repeated samples in the guard interval. The discrete autocorrelation of
the sampled received complex envelope is computed over a window of G samples that are
at a distance of NI from each other [64,65]. Müller-Weinfurtner [68], has analyzed the var-
ious metrics proposed in the literature for OFDM time synchronization based on the cyclic
prefix. A simple threshold comparison between the autocorrelation of the sampled received
complex envelope and the energy of the complex envelope over the autocorrelation window
yields an ML estimate and is an adequate metric to obtain the coarse time synchronization
instant. A threshold ρcoarse is introduced which must be exceeded to reduce the probability
of false alarm (PFA). We perform autocorrelation over all the receive branches and our













(r ∗n+k · rn+k+uNI ) (40)





is the signal energy calculated over uG samples where u is the over-sampling factor. We
empirically choose the threshold ρcoarse as 10% of the incoming signal energy over the
correlation window.
Step IIA. Frequency Offset Estimation in the Time Domain - Frequency offset esti-
mation can be carried out based on the inherent periodicity in the OFDM signal and the
preamble due to the cyclic prefix. Cyclic prefix and the last G samples of the useful part of
the OFDM symbol are exactly the same in the absence of a frequency offset and affected
by the channel in a similar fashion. Commercial OFDM systems are expected to have an
RF oscillator frequency drift and sampling frequency drift of approximately 20 parts per
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million (ppm) at the customer premises equipment (CPE) [37]. If any frequency offset exists
between the transmitter and receiver RF oscillators, it is reflected in the cyclic prefix and
the posterior part of the OFDM symbol as a proportional phase shift θ = 2πγNI/N , where
γ is the fractional portion of the RF frequency offset. A relative frequency offset estimate of
up to ±I/2 subcarrier spacings can be generated based on the phase of the autocorrelation







where I = N/NI . Moose [67] showed this to be an ML estimator for the frequency offset
which was extended to MIMO-OFDM systems by Mody [63] and Zelst et al. [108]. The
MSE for such an estimator is given by
MSEγ = N0/{(2π)2GL}. (43)
The frequency offset can then be removed from the received sample stream at the th receive
antenna by multiplying it by exp
{
−j2πγ̂[(d − 1)(N +G) + n]/N
}
. Reducing the length
of the preamble sub-sequences by a factor of I increases the frequency offset estimation
range by a factor of I, at a penalty in the MSE performance.
Step IIIA. Integer Frequency Offset Estimation - Time domain frequency offset esti-
mation is followed by post-FFT processing to obtain the frequency offset estimate of an
integral number of subcarrier spacings. In this method a A frequency offset of an integral
number of subcarrier spacings may still exist and it must be removed. Since the signal
transmission matrix is constructed such that the same sequence is transmitted from all the
transmit antennas for d = 1, a cyclic cross-correlation of the demodulated OFDM sym-
bol with the original sequence can be performed to estimate the residual frequency offset
Γ [121]. To use this method for MIMO OFDM systems with Q =2, 4 and 8, the first
preamble sub-sequence {s1}NI−1n=0 must be identical for all Q transmit antennas in order
for cross-correlation to be accurate and successful. The received frequency corrected time
domain sequence from the first stage of frequency offset compensation {r1, cn }uNI−1n=0 is re-
peated I times and its uN -point FFT yields the sequence {R1, ck }uN−1k=0 . Then the cyclic
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∣∣∣∣∣ k = 0, 1, . . . , uN − 1, (44)
and frequency offset of integral number of subcarrier spacings is estimated as
Γ̂ = argmax{χk}. (45)
In summary, the fractional part of the relative frequency offset within ±I/2 sub-carrier
spacings is estimated in the time domain, while the integer part beyond ±I/2 sub-carrier
spacings is estimated in the frequency domain.
Step IVA. Fine Time Synchronization - Fine time acquisition consists of finding the start
of the useful portion of the OFDM frame to within a few samples. Once the frequency offset
is removed, fine time synchronization can be performed by cross-correlating the frequency
compensated received samples of the complex envelope with the transmitted time domain
preamble sequences [41]. Performing fine time synchronization in the time domain rather
than the frequency domain is more appropriate for MIMO OFDM systems as compared
to other frequency domain methods suggested in the literature. Fine time synchronization
ensures detection of the training sequence, especially when I = 1, and reduces PFA. For
a MIMO OFDM system with Q transmitters, Q cross-correlators are employed for each
receive antenna and their magnitudes are summed to achieve fine time synchronization.







: ψn ≥ ρfine · P n
⎫⎬⎭ , (46)













and the r cn+k are the received frequency offset corrected samples. If the same sequences
are transmitted from all antennas then only one cross-correlator is needed per receiver an-
tenna. Once again, the threshold ρfine is set at 10% of the energy contained in the NI
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received samples. Since fine time synchronization is a computationally expensive process,
it is conducted for a small window centered around the coarse time synchronization instant
ncoarse. The task can be simplified for DSP implementation by approximating the transmit-





fine where non-equal weights may be applied to put more emphasis on the
stronger signal. Finally, a negative offset of a few samples is applied to nopt to ensure that
the fine time synchronization instant lies within the guard interval.
3.2.2 Step VA- Sampling and Residual RF Oscillator Frequency Offset Esti-
mation
Although most of the RF oscillator frequency offset was removed in the time and frequency
domains as explained earlier, a small residual error (γe) might still remain. Also, if the
phase noise is pretty severe, then it needs to be estimated and corrected. In this section we
propose a novel estimator to estimate the SF offset coefficient β, and either the residual RF
oscillator frequency offset γe or the phase noise ϑ, but not both [65, 94]. Starting with the





k · Hdk + Wdk. (49)
For the WLAN and WMAN applications considered in this part of our research, the channel
exhibits a very low Doppler. If we proceed under the assumption that the channel remains
virtually constant for 2Q consecutive OFDM symbols, then the received sample matrix





k ·Hdk + Wd+Qk . (50)
Hence, we can correlate Rdk and R
d+Q
k at the p
th pilot tone position to obtain an initial per
sub-carrier estimate of kpβ + Υ as, [65]:
kpβ̂ + Υ̂ =
 Tr[Rd Hkp R
d+Q
kp











where Υ̂ = γ̂e or Υ̂ = [ϑ̂d+Q−ϑ̂d]/[2πQ(1+G/N)] and f (Pd, Pd+Q) = π if Pd = Pd+Q and 0 if Pd =

















































































































At this stage, the system designer needs to make a choice whether to estimate the
residual frequency offset γe or the phase noise difference [ϑ̂d+Q − ϑ̂d]. If the frame-size is
large, then any residual frequency offset causes a linear increase in the phase of the received
symbols with time which results in a BER floor. On the other hand, for short frame sizes,







or, if the residual RF oscillator frequency offsets have been reduced to a small enough value
by averaging the time domain estimates over a number of OFDM symbols, then the phase
noise difference may be estimated as









The residual frequency offset estimate is fed back to the time domain RF oscillator frequency
offset correction circuit, whereas the estimates of the SF offset and the phase noise difference,
are used to construct the terms ÂdkĈkΛ̂k. The new estimate of the received and demodulated






which is used for decoding the data. Derivation of the MSE performance of this estimator
is given in Appendix A.
3.2.3 Step VIA - Channel and Noise Variance Estimation
Most contributions on channel estimation do not consider the effects of the residual RF
oscillator and SF offset on the preamble while estimating the channel coefficients. The re-
ceiver must first estimate the sampling frequency offset using signal transmission matrices
at the pilot sub-carriers in the preamble and the next block of Q OFDM data symbols,
before estimating the channel, and these effects must be accounted for in the channel esti-
mator. Hence, the channel estimates at sub-carriers excited with known signal transmission
matrices may be estimated using
Ĥp = (BHp Bp)
−1BHRp , (60)
where Bp = AdpCpΛpSp. The MSE expression for this estimator is derived in Appendix B
and is given by
MSEH = N0 (61)
When I = 1, the initial channel coefficients obtained from the preamble must be inter-
polated/ extrapolated to obtain the channel estimates for all the sub-carriers.
Once all the frequency offsets have been removed the receiver may estimate the noise
variance from the unused sub-carriers [101 . . . 156] of the IEEE 802.16a system or from the
additional samples of R as a result of over-sampling at the receiver as shown in Figure 18.
Noise variance estimates may be utilized in a number of different ways at the receiver; from
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implementing an MMSE equalizers to their use in decoding the channel codes such as low






∣∣∣Rd,lk ∣∣∣2 . (62)
This estimator is extremely accurate. The MSE expression for this estimator is derived in





















Figure 18: The received over-sampled OFDM-demodulated waveform after removal of the
frequency offsets.
3.3 Step B - Parameter Tracking
Since we assume that the RF oscillator frequency offset drifts slowly, in the tracking mode,
the receiver needs to track the SF offset, and the channel coefficients.
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3.3.1 Step IB - Sample Time Tracking
In [65], we presented a technique for open loop sample time tracking based on least-square
principles. However, we find that the MSE in the estimation error is high for the suggested
estimator. Hence, we suggest the use of (52) to track the SF offset coefficient assuming that
it assumes a new value every Q or more OFDM symbols.
The sampling time T ′ at the receiver suffers from jitters, which are reflected in the
changes in the SF offset coefficient β. If we assume that β assumes a new value, every Q
OFDM symbols, then the new estimates of β may be obtained using (53). If β̂d−Q and β̂d
are the sampling frequency offset estimates for the MIMO-OFDM blocks at the (d −Q)th
and dth OFDM symbols, respectively, then the final estimate of the sampling frequency
offset is computed using a first-order frequency locked loop
β̂d = αββ̂d−Q + (1 − αβ)β̂d. (64)
This final estimate is then used to compensate for sampling frequency offset by computing
R̂k = (ÂdkĈkΛ̂k)
−1Rk. (65)
3.3.2 Step IIB - Channel Tracking
Even though, for WLAN and WMAN applications, the channel changes little from frame to
frame, it constantly needs to be updated since the effective channel is constantly changing
due to the accumulation in the parameter estimation errors. In this part of our research
we use decision directed channel tracking followed by an exponential weighted averaging as
shown in the Figure 17. Suppose, Ŝdk is the estimated signal transmission matrix at the d
th
OFDM symbol, then the new estimates of the corresponding channel estimates are given
by Ĥdp = (B̂
H
p B̂p)
−1B̂Hp Rp, where, p = 0, . . . , N − 1, and B̂p = ÂdpĈpΛ̂pŜdp. The updated




p + (1 − αHp)Ĥd−Qp . (66)
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3.4 Simulation Results
Simulations are conducted for a 4× 4 WMAN system very similar to IEEE802.16a [37] at a
carrier frequency of 5.8 GHz operating on a Stanford University Interim (SUI)-4 channel [25].
The SUI-4 model is appropriate for intermediate path loss with moderate to heavy tree
densities, and has the parameters listed in Table 1. The Doppler power spectrum for the
Table 1: SUI-4 Channel Model [26]
Tap 1 Tap 2 Tap 3 Units
Delay 0 1.5 4.0 µs
Power (omni ant.) 0 -4 -8 dB
fm 0.2 0.15 0.25 Hz
channel taps is [26]
S(f) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1 − bf20 + cf40 |f0| ≤ 1




where b = 1.72, c = 0.784 and fm represents the maximum Doppler frequency defined in
the Tables ?? and 1. The corresponding autocorrelation function is found as the inverse
Fourier transform of the S(f), viz.






−6cπfmτ − 2b(πfmτ)3 + 4c(πfmτ)3
]
cos(2πfmτ)+ (68)[
b(πfmτ)2 + 2(πfmτ)4 − 2b(πfmτ)4 + c
(








S(f)df = 1.167. (69)
The normalized autocorrelation function is shown in Figure 19. Rayleigh faded tap coef-
ficients for the MIMO channel are generated using a filtered Gaussian noise source as de-
scribed in [93] with spectral shaping in the frequency domain to yield the desired Doppler
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power spectrum. The fading tap coefficients are uncorrelated. The sampling rate is assumed
to be 1/T = 4.0 MHz.


























Figure 19: Autocorrelation function for the SUI channel tap.
The preamble signal matrix with 4 transmit antennas is as shown in (38). The preamble
sequences are obtained using BPSK modulation in the frequency domain. For various
values of I, we use sequences with a lowest peak to average power ratio (PAPR) using
computer search. The OFDM blocksize is N = 256, and the guard interval length is
G = N/4 = 64. Of the 256 sub-carrier, the dc sub-carrier and 55 other sub-carriers at the
band edges are set to zero [37]. Therefore, Nu = 200 sub-carriers, [1 . . . 100 156 . . . 255],
are used. The preamble for a system with I = 2, has known symbols at sub-carriers
[2 4 . . . 100 156 158 . . . 254] and the channel estimates for the remaining sub-carriers are be
interpolated/ extrapolated from known ones. In the data mode, 8 pilot tones are inserted
for each OFDM block in a manner described earlier. Each frame consists of a preamble
followed by F OFDM symbols. The sampling frequency offset coefficient β is initialized at
10 parts per million (ppm) and fluctuates around that value every Q OFDM symbols, as
β = 10ppm+N(0, 10% of β ppm), characterizing the timing jitter. The fractional frequency
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offset γ is initialized to 0.2 subcarrier spacings, and is made to vary from frame to frame
in a random walk as γ = 0.2 + N(0, 10% of γ ppm), symbolizing the relatively slow RF
oscillator frequency offset drift. Phase noise is assumed to have a zero-mean Gaussian
distribution with variance of 10π and 50π ppm. Phase noise is assumed to change every Q
OFDM symbols. The integer frequency offset Γ is assumed to be one sub-carrier spacing.
In this research, the transmission is carried out using the rate-3/4 Space-Time Code (STC)
suggested by Tarokh [100] with a 16-QAM alphabet; however the suggested algorithms
and preamble/ pilot tone structures may be applied to any MIMO-OFDM transmission
technique. For the tracking mode, the parameters αβ and αHp are set at 0.01 and 0.5
respectively. This part of our research does not apply any channel coding. We have shown
elsewhere that the use of channel coding such as low density parity check codes (LDPC)




























Figure 20: Coarse and fine time synchronization for a 4 × 4 system with NI = 128 at an
Es/N0 of 10 dB per receive branch and frequency offset Γ + γ of 1.2 subcarrier spacings.
Steps IA and IVA.
Figure 20 shows the coarse and fine time synchronization performance for a 4×4 system
with NI = 128, I = 2, and Es/N0=10 dB. Figure 22 shows the theoretical and experimental
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MSE performance of the frequency offset estimator used in Step IIA and Step VA as a
function of the Es/N0 per receive branch, defined earlier. For I = 2, the average value of the

























MSE in γ − I = 2 experimental − Step IIA
MSE in γ − I = 1 experimental − Step IIA
MSE in γ − I = 1 theoretical − Step IIA
MSE in γ
e
 − experimental − Step VA, Var(ϑ) = 10 π ppm 
MSE in γ
e
 − experimental − Step VA Var(ϑ) = 0
MSE in γ
e
 − theoretical − Step VA
Figure 21: Theoretical and experimental MSE in frequency offset estimates as a function
of Es/N0 for a 4×4 system - using Step IIA. and the residual RF oscillator frequency offset
estimation (52) in the presence and the absence of the phase noise. Γ + γ = 1.2 subcarrier
spacings.
frequency offset estimate (γ̂) using Step IIA is -0.8 subcarrier spacings. This frequency offset
estimate is used to correct the received time domain samples. Next the corrected samples
are repeated I = 2 times and passed through the FFT stage. The demodulated samples
are fed back to the integral frequency offset estimator. Figure 22 shows the normalized
correlation metric in (44) used to estimate the integer frequency offset at Es/N0=10 dB.
The integer frequency offset Γ̂ is estimated to be 2 subcarrier spacings. The integer
frequency offset is removed by either adjusting the local oscillator at RF or by multiplying
the samples in baseband with a frequency correction exponent. Finally, fine time synchro-
nization is performed using (46) with the result shown in Fig. 20. Figure 22 also shows the
theoretical and experimental MSE of the proposed residual frequency offset estimator (52).
This estimator gives a 13 dB performance improvement compared to the one in Step IIA,
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Figure 22: Residual frequency offset estimation in the frequency domain for a 4×4 system,
Step IIIA., Es/N0=10 dB per receive branch, Γ + γ=1.2, I=2, γ̂ = −0.8, Γ̂ = 2.
but its performance degrades in the presence of the phase noise.
Figure 23 shows the performance of the channel estimator for various values of I (or
NI) using (143). No further post-processing is performed on the channel estimates. For
I = 2, we use cubic spline interpolation to obtain the channel coefficients at all the sub-
carriers. As I increases, the channel estimates degrade because of imperfect interpolation
and extrapolation, especially at the band edges.
Figure 24 shows the theoretical and experimental performance of the sampling frequency
offset estimator. The actual performance closely follows the theoretical values, and performs
well for the system under consideration.
Figure 25 shows the theoretical and experimental performance of the phase noise estima-
tor for a perfect frequency offset estimation and frequency offset estimation using Step IIA.
As can be seen, presence of any residual frequency offset affects the phase noise estimate.
Figure 26 shows the analytical and experimental MSE in the noise variance estimates as
a function of Es/N0. As can be seen from the graph, the estimator given by (62) performs
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Theoretical, I = 1
Figure 23: MSE in channel estimates as a function of Es/N0, N = 256, Nu = 200,
Γ + γ=1.2, Var(ϑ) = 10π ppm.























Figure 24: Analytical and experimental root mean square (rms) of the (β̂ − β) in ppm as
a function of Es/N0.
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Frequency offset est. using Step IIA
Perfect frequency offset est.
Theoretical
Figure 25: Analytical and experimental MSE in the phase noise estimates in radians2 as
a function of Es/N0.
very well and the theoretical and experimental performance curves are very close.
Figure 27 shows the BER performance of the system using the suggested algorithms for
signal acquisition in the absence of SF offset phase noise. Hence, the sampling frequency
offset stage is bypassed. A system using excitation of all the tones, for example using a
chirp sequence in the training sequence gives a BER performance that is about 1 dB from
the ideal performance. The curve with Nu = 200, and I = 1, is about 1.9 dB away from
the ideal system performance at a BER of 1 × 10−4. A system with I = 2 requires around
2.75 dB higher Eb/N0 and, finally, a system with I = 4 fails to reach a BER of 1× 10−4.
Figures 28 and 29 show the BER performance of the system using the suggested al-
gorithms for signal acquisition and tracking. The BER curves are plotted against the bit
energy-to-noise ratio (Eb/N0) defined as (Eb/N0)dB = (Es/N0)dB − 10 log10(m ·Rst), where
m = 4 for 16-QAM constellation and the space-time code rate is Rst = 3/4. Figure 28 is
a simulation of a system with a frame size of F = 80 OFDM symbols and a phase noise
variance of 10π ppm. For this case, we ignore the phase noise but estimate the residual RF
oscillator frequency offset using Step VA. As can be seen, ignoring the phase noise gives
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MSE in noise estimates − experimental
MSE in noise estimates − analytical
Figure 26: Analytical and experimental MSE in the AWGN estimates as a function of
Es/N0.



















Overall BER perf. 4 × 4 − I=4, N=256, N
u
=200
Overall BER perf. 4 × 4 − I=2, N=256, N
u
=200
Overall BER perf. 4 × 4 − I=1, N=256, N
u
=200
Overall BER perf. 4 × 4 − I=1, N=256, N
u
=256 
Ideal BER perf. − perfect synch, perfect ch. est
Figure 27: BER performance for a 4 × 4 system in the acquisition mode with only time
synch., frequency synch. and channel estimation algorithms employed, β = 0, ϑ = 0, frame
length = 80 OFDM symbols and frequency offset Γ + γ = 1.2 subcarrier spacings, N = 256
and Nu = 200.
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u = 1, Var(ϑ) = 10 π ppm
u = 1, Var(ϑ) = 0
u = 2, Var(ϑ) = 10 π ppm
u = 2, Var(ϑ) = 0
Ideal BER performance
Figure 28: Overall BER performance for a 4 × 4 system in the presence and absence of
the phase noise. β = 10 ppm, frame length F = 80 OFDM symbols, frequency offset Γ + γ
1.2 subcarrier spacings, I = 1, N = 256 and Nu = 200.
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Figure 29: Overall BER performance for a 4×4 system in the presence of the phase noise.
β = 10 ppm, frame length F = 40 OFDM symbols, frequency offset Γ + γ = 1.2 subcarrier
spacings, Var(ϑ) = 50π ppm, N = 256 and Nu = 200.
almost identical performance to the case when phase noise is non-existent. Over-sampling
the received waveform by a factor of 2 provides a gain of 1 dB. The performance of the
system for this scenario is around 4 dB away from the ideal system performance. Figures 29
is a simulation of a system with a frame size of F = 40 OFDM symbols and phase noise
variance of 50π ppm. This time, we ignore the residual RF oscillator frequency offset, but
estimate the phase noise using Step VA. The interpolation factor is 2, and simulations are
performed for longer and shorter preamble, viz. I = 1 and 2. The performance of the
system for this scenario is around 2.7 dB away from the ideal system performance. Use
of a shorter preamble provides a lower system overhead at a larger penalty in the BER
performance.
3.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter presented a complete suite of signal acquisition and tracking algorithms for
a MIMO-OFDM system operating in a fixed wireless access environment. Our algorithms
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used a generalized preamble and pilot matrix structure to perform acquisition, consisting of
time synchronization, RF and sampling frequency oscillator offset estimation, and channel
estimation. This was followed by tracking of the sampling frequency offsets, phase noise
jitters and the channel coefficients. Time synchronization is performed in two stages and
RF oscillator frequency offset estimation is performed in three stages. Depending upon
the intensity of the phase noise, the third RF oscillator frequency offset estimation stage
may be used to estimate the phase noise instead. Novel estimators were provided for
the sampling and residual RF oscillator frequency/ phase noise offsets that yielded low
estimation errors. We also derived the MSE performance for our estimators. Simulation
results were performed for a system very similar to IEEE 802.16a. Our algorithms were
shown to perform well and our simulation results illustrated the combined effect of all
required synchronization processes on the MIMO-OFDM receiver performance. Depending
upon the two scenarios considered, our algorithms were found to be 2.7 and 4 dB away
from the ideal BER curve. Finally, the proposed algorithms and pilot/training structure




CRAMÉR-RAO BOUNDS FOR THE PARAMETERS
ASSOCIATED WITH SISO-OFDM SYSTEMS
4.1 Introduction
Often, it is necessary to establish a lower bound on the variance of an estimator. A lower
bound acts as a benchmark against which the performance of any estimator may be com-
pared. In this chapter we derive the Cramér-Rao bound(CRB)s for the parameters associ-
ated with a fixed wireless access SISO-OFDM system [60]. It is difficult to derive the CRBs
for a MIMO-OFDM system and hence, we leave this as future work. As discussed in the
previous chapter, some of the unknowns for a typical OFDM system for wireless applica-
tions are the sampling frequency (SF) offset, the radio frequency (RF) oscillator frequency
offset, the phase noise, the channel coefficients and, finally, the variance of the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN). We also saw in Chapter 3 that we can either estimate the
RF oscillator frequency offset γ or the phase noise ϑ, but not both. Hence, we ignore the
presence of phase noise from our analysis. However, the CRB for the RF oscillator frequency
offset and the phase noise are interchangeable and one may be obtained from the other. To
simplify the CRB derivation we have changed the frame definitions slightly. However, this
will not impact the final result.
4.2 Re-Formulating the System Model
To simplify the CRB derivations, we re-formulate the system model. This however will
not affect the final results. Consider a SISO-OFDM system as shown in Figure 30. The
individual OFDM modulators and demodulators are implemented using an N -point IFFT
and FFT, respectively. A block ofN data symbols specifies the frequency domain coefficients




























Figure 30: System diagram of a SISO-OFDM system.













, 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 , (70)
where Sdk′ is the data symbol transmitted for the d
th OFDM symbol at the k′th sub-
carrier. The total average energy transmitted Es, is normalized to unity such that Es =
1
2E
{∣∣∣sdn∣∣∣2} = 1, ∀d, n.
To mitigate the effects of channel delay spread, a cyclic prefix (CP) consisting of the
last G coefficients are inserted in front of the OFDM block to form an OFDM symbol. To
fully remove ISI the cyclic prefix duration, Tg = GT , must equal or exceed the maximum
delay of the channel, Tm, where 1/T is the sample rate. The time required to transmit one
OFDM symbol is the OFDM symbol time, Ts = GT + NT = GT + Tu, where Tu = NT .
Once again, we modify the cyclic prefix insertion slightly, the first G/2 samples from the
front of the OFDM symbol are inserted at the back of the OFDM symbol as a suffix and
the last G/2 samples from the back of the OFDM symbols are inserted in the front as a
prefix as shown in the Figure 31. The corresponding real and imaginary components of the
OFDM symbol samples are applied to a pair of D/A converters operating at a sampling
frequency of 1/T Hz to generate the set of complex envelopes. The set of complex envelopes



















Figure 31: Frame structure for the SISO-OFDM system for the CRB derivation.
The complex envelopes are up-converted to RF with a carrier frequency of fT Hz.





hm(t)δ(τ − τm), (72)
where {hm} are the time varying complex path gains, {τm} are the corresponding path time
delays, and M is the total number of paths for each channel. Assuming that the channel is








, k′ = 0, . . . , N − 1. (73)
The received bandpass signals are down-converted to complex baseband using a local
oscillator with carrier frequency fR Hz. Since the transmitter and the receiver RF oscillators
have different frequencies, the received complex envelope is affected by an RF oscillator
frequency offset of Γ + γ = (fR − fT )Tu sub-carrier spacings, where Γ and γ refer to the
integer and the fractional components of the radio frequency (RF) oscillator frequency offset
in the units of sub-carrier spacings, respectively.
The received complex envelope is also affected by RF oscillator phase noise ϑ(t). How-
ever, since the RF oscillator frequency offset γ and the phase noise ϑ(t) are dependent
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parameters, only one of them can be estimated at a time. Hence in this analysis we ignore
the phase noise ϑ(t). However, we will later show that the CRB result for the RF oscillator
frequency offset γ is applicable to the CRB for the phase noise ϑ(t) and one may be obtained
from the other.
Also, since Γ has the net effect of shifting the down-converted OFDM signal by an integer
number of sub-carrier spacings, it is ignored for the time being in the system equation. We
later show a way to estimate and correct this integer offset. The received complex baseband

















where w(t) represents the complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with a variance
of N0. The real and imaginary components of the received complex baseband waveform
are applied a pair of balanced A/D converters with a sampling frequency of 1/T ′ Hz. To
counteract the aliasing introduced by the frequency offsets, and for improved parameter
estimation, the waveforms are over-sampled by factor of u followed by a uN -point FFT
which acts as an OFDM demodulator. Since the sampling frequencies at the transmitter and
receiver differ, the received discrete-time samples are affected by the normalized sampling
frequency (SF) offset coefficient β = (T ′ − T )/T .
In order to introduce symmetry, let n vary from − (N−1)2 to (N−1)2 in order to collect the
time domain samples for the dth OFDM symbol. In essence, this modification will result






absorbed in the channel coefficient H̃k′ = Hk′ . Hence, such a modification will have no
impact whatsoever on the final results.
Hence, the nth sample for the dth OFDM symbol may be obtained from r(t) by substi-
tuting





T ′ + nT ′ (75)
= (d− 1)(N +G)(β + 1)T + G
2
(β + 1)T +
(N − 1)
2








+ n(β + 1)T,
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where for this derivation we assume that no up-sampling is carried out. Afterwards, the
guard interval is removed and an N -point FFT is applied to the samples {rn}N−1n=0 for
the dth OFDM symbol. Assuming that the time synchronization window is accurate, the






































































































′ + γ)(β + 1) − k)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
F(k,k′)(β,γ)
+W dk
where W dk is the AWGN term in the frequency domain, a
(d,k′)(β, γ) is indexed by d and
k′ and is a function of β and γ, and F(k,k′)(β, γ) is indexed by k and k′ and is a function
of β and γ. The above expression for a block of N demodulated OFDM samples may be
represented in a matrix form as
Rd = F(β, γ)Diag {H}
[

















. . . 1N
sin[π((N−1+γ)(β+1))]



























d(N +G)(β + 1)
}
, . . . , (82)
exp
{
j2π(N − 1 + γ)
N
d(N +G)(β + 1)
}]T
,
and  refers to an element by element multiplication or the Schur-Hadamard product [33]
between the two vectors.
4.3 Problem Formulation
Let
θ = [β, γ, HT , N0]T , (83)
be a vector of parameters that need to be estimated. Suppose B OFDM blocks are available
to estimate the vector θ, then we will have B measurement vectors Rd. These can be stacked
as the columns of a matrix R̃ as
R̃ =
[

















Each of the (i, j) elements of these matrices may be expressed as a useful signal plus AWGN
as
R̃i,j = Ỹi,j + Wi,j (87)
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where, the elements Wi,j are independent and identically distributed Gausian random vari-
ables with a zero mean and a variance of N0. Hence the probability density function (pdf)











and assuming that all the elements R̃i,j are independent, the joint distribution of B × N





































































































































4.4 Elements of the Fisher Information Matrix F̃IM
In this section we derive the elements of the F̃IM.
















where ep is a vector with a one in its pth element and all the other elements set to zero, Fp




































∣∣∣Sip∣∣∣2 p = q
0 p = q
4.4.1.2 F̃IMHpβ





























′ + γ)(β + 1) − k)] cos [π ((k′ + γ)(β + 1) − k)]
− 1N sin [π ((k′ + γ)(β + 1) − k)] cos
[ π
N ((k
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′ + γ)(β + 1) − k)] cos [π ((k′ + γ)(β + 1) − k)]
− 1N sin [π ((k′ + γ)(β + 1) − k)] cos
[ π
N ((k
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4.5 Maximum-Likelihood Estimation of the Parameters As-
sociated with SISO-OFDM Systems











Since it is difficult to get a closed form expression for this function, we try to minimize it















Hence, minimizing with respect to a channel coefficient Hp by taking the partial derivative






































ṼpR̃HFp − Ṽp{FDiag {H}V}HFp
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is a matrix of dimensions 1×N and ṼpR̃HFp is a scalar. The





































4.5.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimates of the RF Oscillator Frequency Offset
(γ) and the Sampling Frequency Offset Coefficient (β)














































As can be seen from (131), the estimates of β and γ may be obtained in spite of not knowing
the channel estimates Ĥ. Hence, it is possible to estimate the parameters related to the




















Figure 32: Variation of the cost as a function of β and γ for a high value of Es/N0.
β = 10 × 10−6, γ = 10 × 10−6.
4.6 Simulation Results
Simulations are conducted for a 1×1 (SISO) WMAN system operating at a carrier frequency
of 5.8 GHz operating on a Stanford University Interim (SUI)-4 channel [25]. The SUI-4
model is appropriate for intermediate path loss with moderate to heavy tree densities, and
has the parameters listed in Table 1 of the Chapter 3. Rayleigh faded tap coefficients for the
SISO channel are generated using a filtered Gaussian noise source as described in [93] with
spectral shaping in the frequency domain to yield the desired Doppler power spectrum. The
fading tap coefficients are uncorrelated. The sampling rate is assumed to be 1/T = 4.0 MHz.
The OFDM blocksize is N = 256, and the guard interval length is G = N/4 = 64.
The CRBs are calculated based on the transmission of B OFDM blocks with all its sub-
carriers excited using known symbols obtained from a BPSK alphabet. The sampling
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frequency offset coefficient β is initialized at 10 parts per million (ppm) and is assumed to
remain constant for the duration of B OFDM symbols constituting the training phase. The
fractional frequency offset γ is initialized to 0.2 subcarrier spacings and that also remains
constant for the duration of B OFDM symbols. For simplicity, we assume the phase noise
to be zero. As explained before, this is due to the dependency between the RF oscillator
frequency offset γ and the phase noise. No knowledge of the statistics of the channel or any
other parameters are assumed to be known.
Figure 33 shows the CRB for the estimates of the sampling frequency offset coefficient
β as a function of Es/N0 for different number of training symbols B. Figure 34 shows




















Figure 33: CRB for the estimates of the sampling frequency offset coefficient β as a
function of Es/N0 for different number of training symbols B.
the CRB for the estimates of the RF oscillator frequency offset γ as a function of Es/N0
for different number of training symbols B. Figure 35 shows the CRB for the estimates
of a frequency domain channel channel coefficient Hp as a function of Es/N0 for different
number of training symbols B.
Figure 36 shows theCRB for the estimates of the noise variance as a function of Es/N0
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Figure 34: CRB for the estimates of the RF oscillator frequency offset γ as a function of
Es/N0 for different number of training symbols B.






















Figure 35: CRB for the estimates of a frequency domain channel channel coefficient Hp
as a function of Es/N0 for different number of training symbols B.
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for different number of training symbols B.

























Figure 36: CRB for the estimates of the noise variance as a function of Es/N0 for different
number of training symbols B.
4.7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we derived the CRBs for the parameters associated with a fixed wireless
access SISO-OFDM system. The parameters for which the bounds were developed were the
SF offset, the RF oscillator frequency offset, the channel coefficients and finally the variance
of the AWGN. Since RF oscillator frequency offset and the RF oscillator phase noise are
dependent parameters, only one can be estimated in the frequency domain. However, the
CRBs for both of them are related. We presented a few results which showed these CRBs
as a function of Es/N0 and the number of training symbols available.
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CHAPTER V
USE OF CODING ALONG WITH OFDM AND
ALAMOUTI/SVD DIVERSITY TECHNIQUE
5.1 Introduction
In a joint research work [34] we evaluate how channel coding can improve the performance of
a MIMO-OFDM system. The channel codes are the low density parity check codes (LDPC)
and the bit interleaved convolutional codes (BICC). In this chapter we do not consider the
effects of SF offset, RF oscillator frequency offset and the phase noise.
We also look into the availability of the channel estimates at the transmitter and how
they can be utilized to improve the system performance. Since this is a joint work, the
system terminologies and equations for this chapter are different from the rest of this thesis
and have been re-defined.
Two transmit two receive space-time processing with LDPC coding is evaluated for
OFDM transmission. The two methods for space-time processing are Alamouti’s combining
and the SVD technique. The channel estimates are calculated and provided to the diversity
combiner, the SVD filters and LDPC decoder. Noise variance estimates are provided to the
LDPC decoder. Using the proposed scheme we can obtain a BER of 10−5 at an Es/N0 of
2.6 dB with spectral efficiency of 0.4 bits/sec/Hz and 14.5 dB with a spectral efficiency of
4.2 bits/sec/Hz.
Recently, many space-time techniques have been proposed for array-to-array communi-
cation systems when channel information is available at the receiver but not at the transmit-
ter. Such techniques provide transmit diversity in a flat-fading channel. Alamouti suggested
a space-time code for two transmit antennas, which provides a diversity gain and has a very
simple decoder [6]. If the transmitter knows the channel, this knowledge can be exploited
to further improve the performance [97]. In this case, it is known that a procedure based
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on singular-value decomposition (SVD) is optimal in information-theoretical sense [9]. The
SVD scheme employs a transmit pre-filter and a receive filter to diagonalize the array-to-
array channel into a bank of independent scalar channels, where some of scalar channels
have much larger channel gains than the fading channel. This advantage in channel gain
can be interpreted as a diversity gain.
Space-time techniques can be integrated with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) for frequency-selective channels by applying either Alamouti’s scheme (Alamouti-
OFDM) [62] or SVD scheme (SVD-OFDM) [97] to each OFDM subcarrier.
In order to provide the channel coding gain, low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes
are used for both Alamouti-OFDM and SVD-OFDM schemes. LDPC coding was first in-
troduced by Gallager in the 1960’s [32]. Several recent research results show that turbo
codes can be expressed as LDPC codes, and well-structured irregular LDPC codes outper-
form turbo codes at high code rates. Aside from the superior performance, message-passing
decoders of LDPC codes have a fully parallelized structure which can be realized with par-
allel connections of simple basic elements. Thus, we can achieve a good coding gain with
relatively small complexity. LDPC codes inherently have random inter-leavers which can
mitigate performance degradation due to deep attenuation of a data symbol on a subcarrier.
Parameter estimation for such a scheme is important. The Alamouti and SVD schemes
require accurate channel estimates for their functioning whereas the LDPC codes require
accurate noise variance estimates to calculate the log-likelihood ratios (LLR).
5.2 Two Space-Time Strategies
First, consider a single-carrier 2 × 2 communication system in a flat-fading environment.
The notations for this chapter are slightly different from the previous chapters. Let hq,
denote the channel response at the th receive antenna from the qth transmit antenna. At
the receiver, the sampled base-band signal rd, at the th receive antenna during the dth










where sd,q is the transmitted sequence from the qth transmit antenna, and wd, is the complex






Note that the channel matrix in this chapter is a transpose of the channel matrix in previous
chapters.
5.2.1 Alamouti’s Transmit Diversity Technique
In Alamouti’s scheme, the transmitted sequences sd,1 and sd,2 are generated from the two
incoming symbols as x1 and x2 during two symbol intervals according to s2d = [x1, x2]T
and s2d+1 = [−x2∗, x1∗]T , where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. At the receiver,
assuming that H̆ does not change during the (2d)th and (2d + 1)st symbol intervals, the
received signals
r2d = H̆s2d + w2d
r2d+1 = H̆s2d+1 + w2d+1
(133)




r2d + [h2,1, h2,2]r2d+1∗ for x1[
h2,1, h2,2
]∗
r2d + [h1,1, h1,2]r2d+1∗ for x2.
(134)
This combining results in a separable decoding of x1 and x2 owing to the orthogonality of
s2d and s2d+1.
5.2.2 Space-Time Processing Based on SVD
A transmitter with knowledge of H̆ can exploit this knowledge in order to approach the
Shannon capacity [88]. In particular, it is known that a capacity-achieving transmitter bases
its space-time processing on a channel SVD, H̆ = UDVH , where H denotes the Hermitian
transpose. A capacity-achieving transmitter will then pre-process the transmitted symbols
with a unitary pre-filter V, and the receiver will post-process with a unitary filter UH
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such that the overall system is diagonal: D = diag[D1,D2] = UHHV, as shown in Figure
37-a. The problem has thus been reduced to one of communication across two independent
parallel scalar subchannels in Figure 37-b, where the channel gains are singular values D1












Figure 37: SVD scheme for a 2 × 2 matrix channel.
Once the matrix channel is diagonalized, there remains the problem of allocating bits and
power to each of the scalar sub-channels. In this research, we use a fixed allocation instead
of dynamic allocation to reduce the complexity with a marginal performance loss [97]. In
this fixed allocation, we avoid using the second sub-channel (D2), since E[D2] is too small
and the errors from this sub-channel dominate.
Although the SVD scheme requires the channel information at the transmitter, it will
significantly outperform Alamouti’s scheme. The complexity of both the schemes increases
linearly with the number of transmit antennas however SVD requires slightly more compu-
tation due to SVD calculation. For a 2 × 2 system, the SVD scheme has an advantage of
approximately 2.43 dB in SNR over Alamouti’s scheme [97]. This SNR gap increases up to
approximately 3.6 dB when the second sub-channel is also used by dynamic allocation.
5.3 Integration with OFDM
An example of 2× 2 OFDM system is illustrated in Figure 38. Let {Sd,qk }N−1k=0 be the input
symbols to the N -point IFFT for qth transmit antenna. Capital letter in Sd,qk is used to








































































0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1. (135)
A cyclic prefix is inserted in front of the IFFT output sequence. The time length of the cyclic
prefix should be greater than the maximum delay spread of the channel. The main function
of the cyclic prefix is to guard the OFDM symbol against inter-symbol interference. Hence,
this cyclic prefix is called the guard interval of the OFDM symbol and has a time duration
Tg = GT , where G is the number of samples in the cyclic prefix and 1/T is the sampling
frequency at the output of the cyclic prefix inserter. The guard-inserted sequence is applied
to a pair of balanced D/A converters, up-converted to radio frequency, and transmitted
over the channel. The received sequence for the (dTs)th time instant after the removal of











where hq,d(N+G)+n(m) is the channel impulse response for the m
th tap at the (d(N+G)+n)th
instant, from the qth transmit antenna to the th receive antenna and Ts is the OFDM symbol
period including the guard interval. The wd,n are complex additive white Gaussian noise


























The 2 × 2 OFDM system is equivalently described by a bank of matrix channels, as




















Figure 39: An equivalent matrix-channel model of 2 × 2 OFDM.







Consequently, we can use either Alamouti’s scheme or the SVD scheme to provide the
diversity of H̆k.
By the same argument for a channel that is flat over each subcarrier, in SVD-OFDM,




k H̆kVk, with d
1
k ≥ d2k.
Then, the matrix-channel model in Figure 39 further reduces to a bank of 2N parallel scalar
channels.
We have the same problem of bit and power allocation as a single-carrier SVD scheme.
In SVD-OFDM, however, the dynamic allocation requires much more complexity than the
single-carrier system, since the number of scalar channels increases to 2N . Thus, a fixed
allocation algorithm is more attractive for SVD-OFDM. In this research, we allocate the
same number of bits to each Dk. Then, the fixed allocation for single-carrier system is used
for the allocation for Dk. Power is distributed equally to all used channels, which is called
on-off power allocation.
5.3.1 Parameter Estimation for the Proposed Scheme
Parameter estimation for the proposed scheme is carried out using the method described
in [62]. Two consecutive blocks of a known sequence of samples {Sd,qk }N−1k=0 which form the
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pilot/ training symbols are transmitted. Any sequence having good correlation properties,
flat amplitude spectrum and low peak to average power ratio (PAPR) can be used as a
training sequence. Here we use N -point FFT coefficients of a chirp sequence for parameter
estimation. Chirp sequences are directly modulatable and are optimal for channel estimation
(Chapter 2). The preamble structure is as shown in (37). We now briefly describe the
channel and the noise variance algorithms used that we used in this part of our research [62].
5.3.2 Channel Estimation and MSE reduction




k · Hdk + Wk, (142)
in absence of SF offset, RF oscillator frequency offset and the phase noise and where Sdk is as
defined in (37) and Hdk is the original channel matrix as defined in (34). The LS estimates






−1SdHk Rk , (143)
5.3.2.1 MSE reduction
The Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the channel estimates for the LS estimator is high. In
case the preamble consists of a sequence with pilot sub-carriers placed at an equal and
symmetric distance from each other, then the method suggested in [62], may be applied
for MSE reduction. The method consists of windowing the channel estimates in the time
domain. The method assumes that the length of the channel impulse response (CIR) in
the time domain does not exceed the guard interval of G samples. Hence channel estimates
can be further improved by first taking N -point IFFT of the Q×L coarse channel estimate
vectors to convert them to the time domain as




NHq,m (0) + wq,m 0 ≤ m ≤ G− 1
wq,m G ≤ m ≤ N − 1.
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where 1 ≤ q ≤ Q and 1 ≤  ≤ L. The Q × L length-N vectors {gq,m }N−1m=0 are then passed
through a rectangular window [57] such that
ĥq,m =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
gq,m 0 ≤ m ≤ (G− 1)
0 m ≥ G.
(145)
The time domain fine channel estimates ĥq,m are then converted using FFT to fine channel




q,} 1 ≤ q ≤ Q, 1 ≤  ≤ L
= Hq, + Ŵ
q,
. (146)
Because of the windowing operation, the variance in channel estimates due to AWGN and





Note that time domain windowing results in frequency domain averaging or smoothing.
The performance analysis of the channel estimator is derived in Appendix C.
5.3.3 Noise Variance Estimation
If the channel estimates are obtained using the method in [62] and if the signal transmission
matrices Sks are unitary, then the noise variance estimates can be obtained for each of the
receiver antennas from the coarse channel estimates gq, in the time domain. Since we have
a priori information on the length of the channel in the time domain, all the samples in the
sequences {gq,}N−1n=0 for n > (G − 1) are contributed by noise. Hence, the variance of the












The derivation of the MSE expression for this noise variance estimator is very similar
to the one derived in Appendix B. The MSE in noise variance estimates is given by
MSEnoise =
N20
Q(N −G) . (149)
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The channel estimates are utilized by the combiner in Alamouti’s scheme, by the trans-
mit and receive filters in the SVD scheme and for the log-likelihood ratio computation in the
LDPC decoder. Noise variance estimates are provided to the LDPC decoder. The proposed
technique gives sufficiently accurate channel estimates and almost perfect noise variance
estimates.
5.3.4 Low-Density Parity-Check Codes
LDPC codes are specified by a sparse parity-check matrix and can be categorized into
regular and irregular LDPC codes. The regular LDPC codes have parity-check matrices
whose columns have the same number of ones. In this research, we only consider regular
LDPC codes.
A parity-check matrix, P of a (c, t, r) LDPC code has c columns, t ones in each column
and r ones in a row. A (c, t, r) LDPC code has a code rate of 1− t/r. Gallager [32] showed
that there is at least one LPDC code whose minimum distance, dmin grows linearly with
block length c when t > 2. Therefore, we can expect a better coding gain with a longer
code length, although the coding length is limited by practical considerations like decoding
latency, decoder complexity etc. The rate of growth of dmin is bounded by a nonzero number,
which is determined by the selection of t and r.
The belief propagation algorithm has been widely adopted for decoding LDPC codes.
MacKay [54] gives a good description of the iterative message passing decoder based on
the belief propagation algorithm which can be implemented in either probability or log-
probability domain. The decoder in this research works in the log-probability domain. For
the message-passing decoder, we need LLR of each bit. A general form of LLR computing





P(R|bj = 1,mj = mi)
2k−1∑
i=1
P(R|bj = 0,mj = mi)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (150)
where R is a received signal vector, bj is jth bit of a transmitted message, mj is a message
less the jth bit, mi is one of 2k−1 possible symbols of mj and each symbol carries k bits .
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Capcity, r = 0.5, 16QAM
Capacity,  r = 0.5, 64QAM
Figure 40: BER perf. of LDPC codes having code length, c = 1024 and code rates of 0.5,
0.75, 0.875 and 1.0 (uncoded) with 16 and 64-QAM on an AWGN channel.




















where cbj=bi is a signal constellation for a message defined by mi and bj and d(R, c
bj=b
i ) is
a distance between a received signal vector R and cbj=bi .






































d(R, cbj=bi ) and b is in {0, 1}.
Fig. 40 shows the BER performance of LDPC codes having code length, c = 1024 and
code rates of 0.5, 0.75, 0.875 and 1.0 (uncoded) with 16 and 64-QAM modulation on an
AWGN channel.



















SVD, BPSK, code rate = 1/2       
Alamouti, BPSK, code rate = 1/2  
SVD, 16−QAM, code rate = 3/4     
Alamouti, 16−QAM, code rate = 3/4
SVD, 64−QAM, code rate = 7/8     
Alamouti, 64−QAM, code rate = 7/8
Figure 41: Perf. of rate 1/2, 3/4 and 7/8 coded LDPC with BPSK, 16 and 64-QAM
Alamouti/SVD diversity techniques over a frequency selective fading channel.
5.4 Simulation Results
Simulations are carried out for a 2 × 2 system in a frequency-selective faded quasi-static
indoor environment. Each channel is assumed to be composed of 6 uncorrelated Rayleigh
faded taps with the tap coefficients obtained from the modified Jakes simulator [23]. All
the channels are uncorrelated and length of each channel impulse response is less than 100
ns. The Jakes simulator assumes uniformly distributed angle of arrival for the incoming
incident waves. The complex low-pass channels are modeled as transversal filters with the
sample-spaced taps. Quasi-static assumption implies that the time of arrival of rays remains
constant for a frame but may change from frame to frame. The symbol rate at the input
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of the OFDM modulator is 64 Mbaud. The performance is evaluated by sending 200, 000
OFDM symbols of block size N = 1024 and guard length G = 64. It is assumed that
the maximum delay spread of the indoor channel (Tm) is less than the guard time (Tg).
The carrier frequency is chosen to be 5.8 GHz. Simulations are carried out for LDPC code
rates of 1/2, 3/4 and 7/8 using BPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM constellations. The SNR
per bit is defined as Eb/No = 1/(N0Rγ), where R is the transmission per symbol interval
in bits/sec/Hz, and where γ denotes the code rate. We set E[|Sd,1k |2 + |Sd,2k |2] = 1 and
E[|Hq,k |2] = 1.
The simulations are carried out for a Doppler frequency of 48.33 Hz corresponding to
a velocity of 2.5 m/s. Two training symbols are sent for every 10 OFDM symbols for
channel estimation. We have assumed perfect time and frequency synchronization. The
BER degradation due to imperfect channel estimation in the following simulations is around
1.1 dB. Once channel parameters are estimated, the same parameters are used for the entire
frame until the transmission of the new training symbols.
Figure 41 illustrates the BER performance of Alamouti-OFDM and SVD-OFDM using
BPSK. Use of LDPC code along with the Alamouti’s scheme provides a gain of around 5.8
dB as compared to the uncoded case at a BER of 10−3 and a 1/2 rate code. Using the SVD
scheme instead of Alamouti’s scheme along with LDPC coding gives a further improvement
of 2.3 dB.
Figure 41 also shows the performance of the system using higher rate codes and higher
order constellations. The SVD technique outperforms Alamouti’ s scheme almost always by
around 3 dB. The simulation results show that the proposed system can provide low BER
at a high spectral efficiency and low SNR.
5.5 Concluding Remarks
Performance of a 2 × 2 space-time processing with LDPC coding is evaluated for
OFDM transmission. The two methods for space-time processing are Alamouti’ s scheme
and the SVD technique. The channel estimates are calculated and provided to Alamouti’ s
combiner, the SVD filters and LDPC decoder. Noise variance estimates are provided to the
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LDPC decoder. By using the proposed scheme we can obtain a BER of 10−5 at an SNR
of 2.6 dB with spectral efficiency of 0.4 bits/sec/Hz and 14.5 dB with a spectral efficiency
of 4.2 bits/sec/Hz. Hence, the proposed system can provide low BER at a high spectral





The main objective of the proposed research was to provide a holistic solution to the receiver
implementation for the broadband fixed wireless access (BFWA) multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. Along with
the algorithm development, we also derived the Cramér-Rao lower bound(CRB)s for the
parameters associated with typical single-input single-output (SISO)-OFDM systems. In
a joint research we showed how coding and the knowledge of the channel estimates at the
transmitter may be used to improve the bit error rate (BER) performance.
The main contributions of this research were as follows:
1. We developed a comprehensive system model for a MIMO-OFDM system suffering
from the system impairments such as the sampling frequency (SF) offset, radio fre-
quency (RF) oscillator offset, RF oscillator phase noise, frequency selective channel
impairments and the additive white Gaussian noise(AWGN).
2. We suggested a generalized frame structure and pilot patterns compliant with the
future extensions of the standards such as the IEEE 802.16a [37] and the IEEE 802.11n
[36] to aide our signal acquisition and tracking algorithms. The suggested preamble
and the pilot patterns were independent of the space-time coding technology.
3. We divided the receiver functionality in to the time domain and the frequency domain
components. A part of signal acquisition was performed in the time domain and a
part was performed in the frequency domain. Majority of tracking was performed in
the frequency domain.
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4. We performed time synchronization and the RF oscillator frequency offset in two
stages.
5. We introduced a novel third stage in the frequency domain to estimate and track the
SF offset and the residual RF oscillator frequency offset or the phase noise.
6. We suggested a novel method of estimating the variance of the noise in the MIMO-
OFDM system.
7. We performed a mean squared error (MSE) analysis for all the estimators presented
in our research.
8. We derived CRBs for the parameters associated with a typical single-input single-
output (SISO)-OFDM system.
9. In a joint research we showed how channel coding along with the presence of the chan-
nel estimates at the receiver may be used to greatly enhance the system performance.
10. Finally we suggested the directions in which this proposed research may be taken.
Some more light is thrown on our contributions in the following section.
6.2 Signal Acquisition and Tracking for Fixed Wireless Ac-
cess MIMO-OFDM
In this part of our research, we presented a complete suite of signal acquisition and tracking
algorithms for a MIMO-OFDM system operating in a fixed wireless access environment. Our
algorithms used a generalized preamble and pilot matrix structure to perform acquisition,
consisting of time synchronization, RF and sampling frequency oscillator offset estimation,
and channel estimation. This was followed by tracking of the sampling frequency offsets,
phase noise jitters and the channel coefficients. Time synchronization is performed in two
stages and RF oscillator frequency offset estimation is performed in three stages. Depending
upon the intensity of the phase noise, the third RF oscillator frequency offset estimation
stage was used to estimate the phase noise instead. Novel estimators were provided for
the sampling and residual RF oscillator frequency/ phase noise offsets that yielded low
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estimation errors. We also derived the MSE performance for our estimators. Simulation
results were performed for a system very similar to IEEE 802.16a. Our algorithms were
shown to perform well and our simulation results illustrated the combined effect of all
required synchronization processes on the MIMO-OFDM receiver performance. Depending
upon the two scenarios considered, our algorithms were found to be 2.7 and 4 dB away
from the ideal BER curve. Finally, the proposed algorithms and pilot/training structure
were independent of the space-time technology employed to implement the MIMO-OFDM
system.
6.3 Cramér-Rao Bounds for the Parameters Associated with
SISO-OFDM Systems
Often, it is necessary to establish a lower bound on the variance of an estimator. A lower
bound acts as a benchmark against which the performance of any estimator may be com-
pared. In this part of our research, we derived the Cramér-Rao bound(CRB)s for the
parameters associated with a fixed wireless access SISO-OFDM system. It was difficult to
derive the CRBs for a MIMO-OFDM system and hence we left this as a future work for the
on-going research. In order to simplify the derivation process, we altered the frame related
parameters slightly. Also, since we could either estimate the RF oscillator frequency offset
γ or the phase noise ϑ, but not both [66], we ignored the presence of phase noise from our
analysis. However, the CRB for the RF oscillator frequency offset and the phase noise were
found to be interchangeable and one could be obtained from the other.
6.4 Use of Coding along with OFDM and Alamouti/SVD
Diversity Technique
As a joint research, we studied the performance of a 2×2 space-time processing with LDPC
coding for OFDM transmission. The two methods for space-time processing were Alamouti’
s scheme and the SVD technique. The channel estimates were calculated and provided to
Alamouti’ s combiner, the SVD filters and LDPC decoder. Noise variance estimates were
provided to the LDPC decoder. By using the proposed scheme we could obtain a BER of
10−5 at an SNR of 2.6 dB with spectral efficiency of 0.4 bits/sec/Hz and 14.5 dB with a
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spectral efficiency of 4.2 bits/sec/Hz. Hence, the proposed system could provide low BER
at a high spectral efficiency and low SNR.
6.5 Conclusions
Some of the major conclusions of this research were as follows:
1. As the length of the frame increases, any residual RF oscillator frequency offset and
the SF offset severely degrade the MIMO-OFDM system performance.
2. If the variance of the RF oscillator phase noise is low, it may be ignored but the phase
noise must be estimated and corrected for higher values of variance.
3. It is not possible to estimate both, the residual RF oscillator frequency offset and the
RF oscillator phase noise in the frequency domain since both of them are dependent
parameters. Hence one of them needs to be estimated in the time domain.
4. For shorter frame sizes, RF oscillator phase noise must be estimated while the residual
RF oscillator frequency offset may be ignored whereas for longer frame lengths, the
estimation and the removal of the residual RF oscillator frequency offset is critical.
5. Up-sampling the received waveform by a factor of two provides 1 dB gain in the BER
performance of the system under consideration.
6. Even in low mobility WLAN and WMAN systems, variations in the effective channel
occur due to the presence of the residual RF oscillator frequency offset, fluctuations
in the RF oscillator phase noise and jitters in the oscillators used at baseband to clock
the digital-to-analog (D/A) and analog-to-digital (A/D) converters in the transmitter
and receiver, respectively. Hence the effective channel must be tracked continuously
using schemes such as a decision directed channel estimation.
7. Presence of the channel estimates at the transmitter and use of powerful channel cod-





In this section we point out the directions in which this research might be taken in the
future. The possible directions for the future research include verifying the performance
of our signal acquisition and tracking algorithms for different space-time techniques such
as the Bell labs layered space-time (BLAST) [29], use of powerful coding schemes such as
the low density parity check (LDPC) and the turbo codes [13], extending the algorithms
to the mobile environments also referred to as mobile broadband wireless access (MBWA),
analyzing the effects and finding the solutions for the presence of insufficient guard interval
on the performance of MIMO-OFDM systems, and finally, extending the Cramér-Rao bound
analysis to MIMO OFDM systems. Each of these future research topics are explained in
brief as follows:
7.2 Performance Evaluation of the Algorithms Using Al-
ternate Space-Time Technologies
So far we have considered the use of space-time block codes (STBC) for our system im-
plementation. However, it is well known that STBCs do not give a throughput advantage.
In fact, optimal code-rate STBCs for systems with the number of transmitter antennas
greater than two are difficult to find. An alternative solution is to use vertical Bell labs
layered space-time (V-BLAST) type of architecture, where different information symbols
are transmitted from each transmit antenna for every new OFDM symbol. Consider a
MIMO-OFDM system as shown in Figure 42. If Rdk = [R
d,1
k , . . . , R
d,1
k ]
T is the vector of
received demodulated samples at the kth sub-carrier and the dth OFDM symbol, H̆k is a
matrix of channel coefficients as defined in Chapter 5, Sdk = [S
d,1
k , . . . , S
d,1
k ]
T is the vector
of transmitted symbols at sub-carrier k and the dth OFDM symbol, and W dk represents a
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where, length of the vectors is equal to the number of received antennas and H̆k is a




















































Figure 42: Q-Transmit L-Receive MIMO OFDM system.
In a V-BLAST type of a scheme, a new set of information symbols is transmitted for
every new OFDM symbol. This results in a net capacity increase in the system by a
factor of Q. At the same time the symbols transmitted from different antennas suffer from
mutual interference at the receiver. This makes the decoding for BLAST more complex.
The maximum likelihood (ML) detector for BLAST is optimal, however, its complexity
increases exponentially with the number of transmit antennas. Hence, simpler decoders in







where, for a zero forcing case,
F† = (H̆HH̆)−1H̆H , (155)
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and for the MMSE case, the decoder is given by
F† = (H̆HH̆ +N0I)−1H̆H . (156)
The system model for the above scenario is very similar to the system model used in this
thesis. Hence the algorithms developed in Chapter ?? may be easily extended to a system
using a different space-time technology.
7.3 Use of Channel Coding
In a joint paper [34] and the Chapter 5, we showed how channel coding may be used along
with space-time techniques to improve the system performance. In that research, we used
low density parity check codes (LDPC) [32] along with Alamouti [6] and singular value de-
composition (SVD) schemes to obtain very good BER performance. Channel codes such as
the LDPC and Turbo codes [13] are shown to perform close to the Shannon’ s capacity [88].
In addition to improved BER performance, estimates of the decoded information symbols
may be fed back to the estimators, to further improve the estimation performance and to
track various system parameters. This scheme is also referred to as iterative decoding and
decision feedback and is shown in Figure 43.
In our paper [66], we used a decision feedback mechanism to track the effective chan-
nel, however in that scenario, the STBC itself performed the task of a channel code. No
other channel coding was used explicitly. Hence as a future research, it would be worth
investigating the performance of the MIMO-OFDM systems using powerful channel coding
techniques.
7.4 MIMO-OFDM for Mobile Broadband Wireless Access
As the demand multi-media applications and high speed wireless access increases new meth-
ods will be needed to boost capacity and performance of the existing systems. The standards
for wireless local area network (WLAN) IEEE 802.11a and wireless metropolitan area net-
work (WMAN) IEEE 802.16a are in place and now there is interest in adding mobility
to these existing standards. Two task groups have been created to look into the mobility
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Figure 43: Receiver Implementation for the MIMO OFDM System.
issues. The task group IEEE 802.16e and the task group IEEE 802.20 also known as the
mobile broadband wireless access (MBWA).
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) exists in two modes in the IEEE
802.16a Standard. One by it self and the other known as the orthogonal frequency division
multiple access (OFDMA). Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems on the other
hand may be used to increase the diversity gain or increase the data throughput of the
system. Diversity gain at the receiver can be used to offset the degradations caused due to
the inter-symbol interference (ISI), inter-carrier interference (ICI) and channel estimation.
In [66] we proposed a complete receiver implementation for a MIMO-OFDM system
working in a broadband fixed wireless access (BFWA) environment such as the IEEE
802.16a. The receiver implementation included all the signal acquisition and tracking tasks.
As a future research, we need to investigate if the current physical (PHY) layer specifica-
tions for the IEEE 802.16a Standard in the OFDM and the OFDMA modes can support
mobility. Along with the possibilities and limitations of the currently designed PHY we
need to figure out the modifications that are necessary for adaptation of the standard and
our algorithms to mobile environments.
We find that in order to extend the IEEE 802.16a to mobile environments, we need to
add variable location pilot tones to the existing PHY as shown in the Figure 44. Mt and
Mf in the figure correspond to the maximum tolerable distances between the pilot tones







































Figure 44: Frame structure for the Q× L OFDM system in an MBWA environment.
values required for an IEEE 802.16a PHY to be extended to the mobile environment using
its typical channelization parameters. Figure 45 shows the preliminary bit error rate (BER)
Table 2: Maximum Tolerable Distance Between Pilot Tones in Time and Frequency Do-
mains, IEEE 802.16a MMDS Band, fc = 2.4GHz, v=80 miles/hour
BW Mt Mf Mt Mf
(MHz) N=256 N=256 N=2048 N=2048
1.5 7 18 0 146
3.0 15 9 1 73
6.0 30 4 3 36
12.0 61 2 7 18
24.0 123 1 15 9
performance curves for a 4×4 MIMO-OFDM system using the IEEE 802.16a PHY but with
additional variable pilot tones inserted for channel tracking. The algorithms perform all the
time and frequency synchronization tasks as suggested in [66], however for the results in
these simulations, no sampling frequency offset estimation is carried out. Mf is fixed to a
value of one and the effect of Mt on the BER is examined.
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v = 80 mph, Mt = 80, Mt
req
 < 30
v = 80 mph, Mt = 40, Mt
req
 < 30
v = 30 mph, Mt = 80, Mt
req
 < 125
v =  0 mph, ideal BER performance − TU channel
Figure 45: BER performance plots for a 4 × 4 MIMO-OFDM system using 16-QAM
alphabet and a bandwidth of 6 MHz, with IEEE 802.16a modified PHY designed for the
MBWA environment.
7.5 Effects of Insufficient Guard Interval on OFDM Sys-
tems
One of the main advantages of OFDM is its resilience to the ISI due to the presence of
a guard interval. Ideally, the guard interval should be greater than the maximum delay
spread of the channel. However, on many occasions due to a number of constraints such as
processing power, data throughput, maximum end-to-end transmission delay, packet size
and system impairments such as the SF offset, etc., [5, 16, 17, 35] the length of the guard
interval is not sufficiently long. In such cases, the maximum length of the channel impulse
response exceeds the guard interval duration and results in ISI, intrablock inter-carrier
interference (ICI1) and interblock inter-carrier interference (ICI2) [75, 76, 91] as shown in
Figure 46.
In [76] and [91] the effect of insufficient guard interval on the performance of an OFDM
system is presented . Pollet et al. [76] have presented an analysis for the useful (U), the ISI,




























Figure 46: Interference types [75].
body and the tail of the channel impulse response. The analysis is carried out for a discrete
multi-tone (DMT) system which is a type of MCM [19]. From the analytical expressions,
optimum synchronization instant is obtained. Head is equivalent to the precursor portion
of the channel impulse response. The body consists of ν consecutive samples of the channel
impulse response containing the maximum energy and tail consists of the post-cursor chan-
nel impulse response. A typical channel impulse response with head, body and tail portions
is shown in the Fig. 47.
The principles of OFDM apply to a DMT system. DMT systems are deployed in gen-
eral for wire-line applications whereas OFDM systems are generally deployed for wireless
systems. Hence in this section we explain the suggested future research from a DMT stand
point.













2N p(t− nT − d(2N +G)T ) (157)
where pulse p(t) is the pulse shape of the transmit filter, d is the running index of a DMT
symbol and k is the sub-carrier index. The symmetry Sdk = (S
d
2N−k)
∗ is imposed in order
obtain a real signal.




Figure 47: An example of a typical composite channel impulse response [76].
n
′
T + ∆T where ∆T is an offset between the receiver and the transmitter symbol frame
and n



















where h(t) denotes the composite channel impulse response (CIR) consisting of the cascade
of the channel, the transmit filter and the receive filter. The terms Nd
′
n′ are the contributions
from the noise added to the DMT signal. After removal of the guard interval, the samples
are demodulated using a 2N point FFT stage.
Assuming that the CIR is restricted to −(2N−1−∆)T ≤ t ≤ (2N−1+G+∆)T , the de-












′ ∈ [0, . . . , 2N−1] only. The useful portion of the received demodulated samples, neglecting
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Figure 48: The weight functions w(n), wISI(n), wICI1(n) and wICI2(n) [76].

































































































































nh((n − 2N + ∆)T )e−j 2π2N kn (167)
Note that FFT1 and FFT2 for k ∈ [0, . . . , 2N − 1], are the FFTs of the sampled tail and
the head of the CIR.
Presence of ISI, ICI1 and ICI2 degrades the performance of a DMT/ OFDM system.
The net SNR per carrier avaiable at the receiver is expressed as a ratio of the power in the











E[|U(d′ , k′)|2](∆) = 2NEs
∞∑
n=−∞
w2(n)h2((n+ ∆)T ) (169)
E[|ISI(d′ , k′)|2](∆) = 2NEs
∞∑
n=−∞
wISI(n)h2((n + ∆)T ) (170)




2((n + ∆)T ) (171)




2((n + ∆)T ), (172)
and Es = E[|Sdk |2] is the symbol energy which is different from the OFDM symbol energy
equal to NEs. The various weight functions are as shown in the Fig. 48 and can be expressed
as
wISI(n) = (1 −w(n))2 (173)
wICI1(n) = wICI2(n) = w(n) −w2(n) (174)
The reduction in SNR effectively translates into reduction in the size of the constellation














where δ is the SNR gap and it depends on the required BER, J denotes the system SNR
margin andG denotes the coding gain. This results in reduction in the capacity/ throughput









An illustration of the degradation in capacity as a function of distance in meters, for
a DMT system is given in Figure 49. The simulation was carried out for no interference,
using a time domain equalizer (TDE/TEQ) to shorten and restrict the guard and finally
with no equalization. It can be seen that the capacity reduces drastically when the guard
interval is not sufficient.
Figure 49: Throughput degradation as a function of distance [meters] caused due to the
insufficient guard interval [76].
From the above equations it can be concluded that ISI, ICI1 and ICI2 depend on the
characteristics of the head and the tail of the CIR. If most of the energy of the CIR is
constrained to its body, then the effect of these interfering components can be minimized and
the system capacity may be improved. Several solutions have been suggested in literature
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to counter-act the effects of an insufficient guard interval in DMT systems. These include
the time domain solutions in the form of inserting a TDE/TEQ at the receiver [4, 5], or
inserting frequency domain equalizer (FDE/FEQ) [1–3,109]. Such a DMT/ MCM/ OFDM









































Figure 50: Commercial implementation of an OFDM system.
From the above discussion, it can be seen that an insufficient guard interval causes
ISI, ICI1 and ICI2 which results in a reduction in the system capacity. The effects of an
insufficient guard interval in MIMO-OFDM systems are expected to be pretty severe and a
similar system analysis and solutions to counteract the problems are left as a future research.
7.6 Extension of the Cramér-Rao Bound Analysis to MIMO-
OFDM Systems
In chapter 4 we developed the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB) for the parameters associated
with SISO-OFDM systems. The extension of the bounds to MIMO-OFDM systems was
not done and needs to be carried out as a future research.
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APPENDIX A
GRAM-SCHMIDT ORTHOGONALIZATION TO MAKE
SK ’S UNITARY
Given a matrix Sink whose rows are not orthonormal we can use the Gram-Schmidt proce-
dure [92] to orthonormalize the rows. The matrix Soutk that is formed using this procedure
is unitary provided that Sink has full rank. The first row of Sink remains unchanged and
based on the first, row Gram-Schmidt procedure is performed to make the remaining rows
orthonormal. The following example shows the conversion of a 3×3 matrix Sink to Soutk.






⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (A 1)






⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (A 2)
The conversion of Sink to Soutk is as shown in Figure 51.
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DERIVATION OF THE MEAN SQUARED ERROR
EXPRESSIONS FOR THE ESTIMATORS
In this section we derive the MSE expressions for the SF offset, residual RF oscillator
frequency offset/ phase noise, channel and the noise variance estimators.
B.1 Mean Squared Error Analysis for the Sampling Fre-
quency/ Residual RF Oscillator Frequency Offset Es-
timator
For the MSE analysis of the sampling frequency offset estimator, we assume without loss
of generality that Pd = Pd+Q, which implies that f(Pd, Pd+Q) = 0. The received OFDM-




p ·Hdp︸ ︷︷ ︸
Xp
+Wp. The term
 Tr[Rd Hp Rd+Qp ] in the sampling and the residual frequency offset estimator can be expanded
as
 Tr[Rd Hp R
d+Q
































∣∣∣Tr[Xd Hp Xd+Qp ]∣∣∣ = ∑Qq=1∑L=1 |Hq,p |2, χ is the desired phase, and ε′p represent
the contribution from the error terms. Assuming a small error analysis [40, 67], the angle















(JHJ)−1JH((2πQ(1 +G/N))Jθ + ε). (B 4)
Hence, θ̂ = θ+ 1(2πQ(1+G/N))(J































is a diagonal matrix since the transmitted symbols and noise at different
sub-carriers are uncorrelated. Assuming that the ε
′
p are Gaussian distributed, the (p, p)th
element is given by









= [N0H̄2 +N20 /2Q
2]/(H̄2)2. (B 6)



































































































B.2 Mean Squared Error Analysis of the Channel Estima-
tor
The least-square channel estimator is given by (143)
Ĥk = (BHk Bk)
−1BHk Rk (B 11)
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= (BHk Bk)
−1BHk (BkHk + Wk)
= Hk + (BHk Bk)
−1BHk Wk
Hence, the error in the channel estimates is
Ĥk − Hk = (BHk Bk)−1BHk Wk, (B 12)

















































B.3 MSE is Noise Variance Estimates
The noise variance estimator is also asymptotically unbiased since
lim
Nunused→∞























Mean Squared Error in noise variance estimates is given by
MSEnoise = E{|N 0 − N̂ 0 |2}
= E
⎧⎨⎩




















∣∣∣Rd,lg ∣∣∣2 + C
⎫⎬⎭
= {{N 0}2 − {N 0}2 − {N 0}2 + E{C}
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The noise terms for p = g are uncorrelated. Hence
E
{∣∣∣Rd,lp ∣∣∣2 ∣∣∣Rd,lg ∣∣∣2} = (N 0) · (N 0) for p = g (B 17)













Hence, MSE in the noise variance estimates can be expressed as







MSE PERFORMANCE FOR THE CHANNEL
ESTIMATOR IN [34]
The MSE in channel estimates for the scheme described in Chapter 5 are derived as follows.
We assume that the channel is not static and changes with a maximum Doppler frequency
of fm Hz which results in an ICI term in the equations [80]




























































⎛⎝NI + 2 NI−1∑
p=1






⎛⎝NI + 2 NI−1∑
p=1
(NI − p) 11.167ρ(fmTp)
⎞⎠⎤⎦⎫⎬⎭







USEFUL MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS AND
FORMULAE
In this section we give some useful mathematical functions and formulae that we have used











1 − a |a| ≤ 1 (D 2)
D.2 Matrix Operations
Tr[ABC] = Tr[CAB] = Tr[BCA] (D 3)
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